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LEARNING OBJECTIVE

After studying this unit, you will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain the various types of relationship
Explain the special types of accounts
Elaborate mandate & power of attorney
Describe Banker’s Lien, Right of set off, Garnishee and Attachment Order
Understand Nomination Rules
Explain the process of Settlement of Claim Case in deceased accounts.
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4.1

INTRODUCTION

Banker customer relationship is the foundation of Banking business and it largely
derived from the services offered by the bank or availed by the customer. Basically, it
is a transactional relationship based on mutual trust. Hence, before discussing the
various types of banker customer relationships, we must first discuss the scope of the
comprehensive definition of Banking, which determines the activities
undertaken/services offered by the ‘Bank’ and what it means to be a Customer.
According to sec 5(c) of the Banking Regulation Act 1949, a banker is a person who
undertakes business of banking. Banking means accepting deposits from public, for the
purpose of lending, repayable on demand or otherwise with drawable by cheque, draft,
and order. We have seen that as per the statutory definition of the bank under section
5(b) of B.R.Act.1949, the following activities and the related services thereof are the
prerequisites of Banking business.

4.2

BANKING

Having understood the definition, let us see the essential activities to satisfy the
requirements of the definition. These essentials can be as follows:
•
•
•
•

Accepting deposits from public
Lending to borrowers
Investing the deposit
Allows withdrawals of deposits

Thus the above activities may be termed as Principal Functions of a Bank. In addition
to these functions, Bank also undertakes the following important transactions for which
it is authorised within the scope of Sec-6 of B.R.Act 1949.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Bills discounting
Remittances
Safe Deposit Lockers
Foreign Exchange business
Conducting Govt. Business
Letters of Credit/Guarantees
Collection of cheques and bills
Safe custody of articles

Over and above these functions, banks also undertake the following activities now a
days.
i) Wealth management services
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ii) Project appraisal iii) Accepting taxes/donations on behalf of
Central/State Govt.
iv) Sale of third party products(Mutual funds, Life
Insurance and General
Insurance)
v) Executor or Trustee Services vi) Trading of Securities
vii) Factoring/Forfaiting viii) Venture Capital
ix) Depository related services

4.3

CUSTOMER

There is no statutory definition of ‘Customer’. In the banking parlance, a customer
means a person who seeks to open an account which banker accepts with proper
introduction. The relationship is not based on frequency of transactions and durations.
To be a customer, a person must have an account. Earlier, he used to be termed as
customer of that particular branch, which maintains his account. After, Core Banking
Solution, he is the customer of the Bank and not a particular branch alone as he is free
to transact in any branch of the bank.
However, CUSTOMER has been defined in the ‘Know Your Customer”(KYC)
guidelines issued by Reserve Bank of India. According to KYC, a Customer is:
•
•
•
•

A person or entity that maintains an account and/or having a business
relationship with the bank.
One on whose behalf an account is maintained.(beneficial owner ).
Beneficiaries of transactions conducted by professional intermediaries like
Stock brokers, Chartered Accountants, Solicitors etc. permitted by law.
Any person or entity connected with a financial transaction, which can pose
significant reputational or other risks to the bank.

Here, the definition of CUSTOMER is elaborated for mostly KYC compliance.

4.4

RELATIONSHIPS

Having understood the meaning of Bank and that of a Customer, we could come to know
that to be a customer of a bank, account relationship is a must. The relationships we are
going to talk about is essentially transaction based as well as trust based. Relationship
between banker and customer can be determined based on the nature and type of
transactions they have entered in to. Keeping variety of transactions and accounts of
customers in view, Banker-Customer relationships can be broadly classified in to:
• General Relationship and
• Special Relationship
3

4.4.1 General Relationship:
General relationships are based on the primary function of the bank. As per the statutory
definition of bank, accepting deposit for the purpose of lending is the primary
function(s) of the bank. This may be bifurcated in to Accepting deposits and Lending
the deposits. This gives rise to two types of general relationship:-Debtor and Creditor
and Creditor and Debtor.
I.
Debtor and Creditor-When a customer opens an account and deposits money
in the bank, he enters in to an agreement with the bank. Once the money is
deposited the money belongs to the bank and bank is not under any obligations
to inform the customers, how the money is or will be used by the bank. Here,
the bank borrows money from the customer in the shape of deposits and payable
to the customer on demand. For this borrowing, bank does not give any security.
As such, Banker-Customer relationship in this case is that of Debtor and
Creditor. In case when customer deposits for demand draft or transfer like
RTGS/NEFT, the above relationship is counted, till the payment is made or
transfer is effected favouring the designated person/account.
II.

Creditor and Debtor: Lending the deposited money is another primary
function of the bank and in exercising this activities, the reverse relationship
comes to the fore. When the customer borrows from the bank to meet his
requirements, he entered in to an agreement with the bank to repay according to
the terms or on demand. However, in this bank may insist on security and a right
to know the purpose of the loan. As the lender, Bank becomes the creditor and
the customer becomes the debtor.

4.4.2 Special Relationship:
Apart from the general relationship that has been discussed above, which is very
common, there are few other relationships known as special relationships. These special
relationships arise due to certain special types of transactions entered in to by a bank
and it’s customers.
a) Trustee-Beneficiary: As per section 3 of Indian Trust Act, 1882, Banks may
also act as trustee and the customer beneficiary. The position of a bank will be
that a trustee when:
A Person having no account with a bank, deposit money with instruction
to retain it till further instructions.
The customer instruct a bank to debit his account or deposits an amount
for utilising it for a specific purpose or for remitting to other branch/bank. (But
in absence of specific instruction, this relationship will not be established).
(Here the bank is trustee and the customer is beneficiary)
b) Agent-Principal: When the banker accepts cheques, bills etc. for collection, on
behalf of his customer, he acts as an agent and the customer’s position is that of
4

the Principal. In such cases the bank is duty bound as per Sec 182 of Indian
Contract Act, 1872 to act with reasonable diligence and skill as per instruction
of the principal(here customer)
c) Bailee-Bailor: When a bank accepts article for safe custody, its legal position is
that of bailee, who is duty-bound to take us much care of the goods bailed to
him as man of ordinary prudence would, under similar circumstances, take of
his own similar goods under sec. 148 of the ICA 1872 .In the absence of any
contract to the contrary, bank is not responsible for any loss if the bailee has
taken care as required. According to sec. 170 of Indian Contract Act, which says
that bank has a right to retain the goods bailed until he receives remuneration
/compensation for the services rendered in respect of up keep of the articles.
d) Lessor and lessee: According to section 105 of Transfer of Property Act
1882,”A lease of Immovable Property is a transfer of a right to enjoy such
property made for certain time, expressed or implied or in perpetuity,in
consideration of a price paid or promised, ,or of money or a share of crop, service
or any other thing of value to be rendered periodically or on specified occasions
to the transferor by the transferee, who accepts the transfer on such terms.”
Here, the transferor is called the lessor, transferee is called the lessee, price is
called the premium and other payments in cash or kinds rendered is rent.
In Banks, when Safe Deposit Vault/ Locker is taken by the customer, they
entered in to a special relationship that of Lessor(Bank) and
Lessee(Customer).As the lessee, the customer used the locker on payment of
Rent and if payment is defaulted, bank as the lessor has aright to break-open the
locker and take possession of the content and may disposed-off to recover the
dues.(Excess amount received is refunded to the customer).This is done or
resorted to only after giving notice to the customer.
(e) Indemnity holder and Indemnifier: Indemnity means to security or protection
against a loss. According to sec.124 of ICA 1872, Indemnity has been defined
as, ”A contract by which one party promises to save the other from the loss
caused to him by the contract of the promisor himself or by any other person, is
called a contract of indemnity. Rights of indemnity holder is defined u/s 124 of
ICA. In case of Banking, this sort of contract is common, when the customer
asks for a duplicate demand draft or in deceased claim case settlement. Here,
bank asks the customer/claimant to sign the indemnity bond to indemnify the
bank in the event of any loss. Here, bank is indemnity holder (promise) and
customer is indemnifier (promisor).
(f) Hypothecator and Hypothecate: In certain banking transactions, like loan for
vehicle, the vehicle is hypothecated under letter or agreement of hypothecation.
Here, the bank is the hypothecatee and customer is hypothecator when the
vehicle is hypothecated as security. This relationship is often prominent, when
5

movable property/asset is offered as security with the bank for loans and
advance.
(g) Pledger and pledgee: Bank becomes pledgee/pawnee and customer becomes
pledgor/pawnor in loans when the customer offered certain securities like
gold/FDR to secure the loan. Under this relationship, the security remains with
the pledgee (bank) till the loan is repaid.
(h) Mortgagor and Mortgagee: Mortgage of property, mostly immovable, to
secure a loan is a very old practice. Here, the customer offers the property for
mortgage is called mortgagor and to whom it is offered i.e. bank is called
mortgagee. This relationship is entered in to through Mortgage deed or equitable
mortgage and governed by section 58 of Transfer of Property Act.1882.
(i) Advisor and Client: In all sorts of consultancy services offered by the bank, the
bank acts as the advisor and customer is the client.
Special relationships between Banker and Customer are also created, when Bank
gives guarantee on behalf of the customer to a third party or acts as a custodian
to take care of the securities of the customer.
4.4.3 Termination of Relationships:
From these relationships, we found that all these relationships are transactional
relationships and terminated on :
a) Death ,insolvency, lunacy of the customer
b) Closer of the account
c) Completion of the contract

4.5

TABLE OF RELATIONSHIP

Type of Transaction

Bank

Customer

Deposit A/C
Loan from Bank
SDV Locker
Safe Custody
Issue of Draft
Payee of a Draft
Collection of Cheque
Pledge
Mortgage

Debtor
Creditor
Lessor
Bailee
Debtor
Trustee
Agent
Pledgee
Mortgagee

Creditor
Debtor
Lessee
Bailor
Creditor
Beneficiary
Principal
Pledger
Mortgagor
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Hypothecation
Sale/Purchase on behalf of Customer
Money Deposited without Instruction
Inadvertently leaving something in Bank

4.6

Hypothecatee
Agent
Trustee
Trustee

Hypothecator
Principal
Beneficiary
Beneficiary

THIRD PARTY RELATIONS:

We have discussed the various types of relations between bank and customer. All these
relationships based on variety of transactions arise from various types of services and
needs. Between the banker and customer, sometimes a third party appears or act as an
intermediary to transact the various types of business on behalf of the customer by virtue
of some sort of authority. This situation arises, when the customer can not conduct his
accounts personally due to multiple reasons. This is a right of the Customer Further,
during the course of business bank also exercise certain statutory rights and obligations
under different situations/conditions. All these lead to have Banker’s special relations.
4.6.1 Bank Mandate:
Mandate or Letter of Mandate is an instruction from the customer to the bank wherein
the power to operate the account is entrusted by the customer (mandator) to a third
party(mandatory).This is much in practice as this letter of mandate does not attract
stamp duty .However, letter of mandate is for occasional transactions. Banks encourage
the customers to go for power of attorney when the customers wish to get their accounts
operated in absentia or by a third person in a permanent or long term basis.
4.6.2 Power of Attorney:
The law relating to power of attorney is governed by the provisions of the Power of
Attorney Act, 1882. It is well settled therein that an agent acting under a power of
attorney always acts, as a general rule, in the name of his principal. Any document
executed or thing done by an agent on the strength of power of attorney is as effective
as if executed or done in the name of principal, i.e., by the principal himself. An agent,
therefore, always acts on behalf of the principal and exercises only those powers, which
are given to him in the power of attorney by the principal. Any act or thing done by the
agent on the strength of power of attorney is, therefore, never construed or/and treated
to have been done by the agent in his personal capacity so as to create any right in his
favour but is always construed as having done by the principal himself. An agent,
therefore, never gets any personal benefit of any nature. A grant of power of attorney is
essentially governed by Chapter X of the Contract Act. 1872 By reason of a deed of
power of attorney, an agent is formally appointed to act for the principal in one
transaction or a series of transactions or to manage the affairs of the principal generally
conferring necessary authority upon another person. A deed of power of attorney is
executed by the principal in favour of the agent. The agent derives a right to use his
name and all acts, deeds and things done by him and subject to the limitations contained
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in the said deed, the same shall be read as if done by the donor. A power of attorney is,
as is well known, a document of convenience.
Keeping the nature of act to be undertaken by the Agent or attorney, power of attorney
may be a General Power Of Attorney or Special Power of attorney.
General Power Of AttorneyA general power of attorney acts on behalf of the principal in any and all matters, as
allowed by the state. The agent under a general POA agreement may be authorized to
take care of issues such as handling bank accounts, signing checks, selling property and
assets like stocks, filing taxes, etc. As it covers various acts and scope of agency is
wider, such power of attorney should be given to highly trusted person.
Special Power of attorneySpecial Power of Attorney or a limited power of attorney gives the agent the power to
act on behalf of the principal in specific matters or events. For example, the limited POA
may explicitly state that the agent is only allowed to manage the principal's retirement
accounts. A limited POA may also be limited to a specific period of time

4.7

GARNISHEE ORDER

Garnishee Order is an order passed by an executing court under rule 46 Code of Civil
Procedure1908 ,directing or ordering a garnishee not to pay money to judgment debtor
since the latter is indebted to the garnisher (decree holder). It is an Order of the court to
attach money or Goods belonging to the judgment debtor in the hands of a third person.
The third party is known as 'Garnishee' and the court's order is known as Garnishee
Order. It is a remedy available to the Decree holder. This Order may be made by the
Order of the court to holders of funds, i.e. a third party that no payments have to be
made until the court authorizes them. The purpose of the Order is to protect the interest
of the Decree holder. This is an Order served upon a garnishee requiring him not to pay
or deliver the money or property of the debtor (defendant) to him and/or requiring him
to appear in the court and answer to the suit of the plaintiff to the extent of the liability
to defendant.
When a bank receives a garnishee order, the bank is known as Garnishee and the
customer, who is a creditor to the bank is the judgement debtor. The order is issued in
two parts: when the case is filed by the judgement creditor in the court and the final
order issued. In the first part the order received by the bank is known as order nisi and
the final order is known as order absolute.
Once the order is received, Bank is under an obligation to honour the order and act as
follows:
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•

Payment of cheques must be stopped from the customer’s account. Even if debit
is effected but payment not made when the order is received, payment has to be
stopped. In case of transfer, if the transferee is not informed about the transfer
by advice, no transfer is made.

•

Bank can exercise rights of set-off before executing the order.

•

Credit received in the judgement debtors account after the order is received,
cannot be attached.

•

In joint account, the order is not applied but if the account is operated with
former or survivor clause, then order is applicable if former is the judgement
debtor.

•

Trust account can not be attached.

•

In partnership, if the order is in the name of the firm, partners personal accounts
can be attached. However, if it is in the individual name of the partner, firm’s
account can not be attached.

•

Only credit balance in deposit account is attached. Un-availed loan amount
cannot be attached but if a loan is granted against a deposit then credit balance
after net off can be attached.

•

Balance outside India cannot be attached.

4.8

ATTACHMENT ORDER

Income Tax Authority also issues orders under section 226(1) according to IT Act.1961.
In case of attachment orders received by the bank, all the guidelines, explained under
garnishee order, are applicable. The following are the exceptions:
•
•
•

The order is applicable to the debt due and payable as well as debts due but not
payable on the date of the order received.
Any amount received subsequent to the order is also attachable.
Any amount in joint account is also attachable proportionately depending on
the number of joint holders.

Difference between Garnishee order and Attachment order of revenue
Authorities
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Garnishee order
1. May be issue for the entire balance or a
specified amount.
2. Applies to outstanding on the date of receipt
of the order not to subsequent credits in the
account.
3. In case of joint account, if only one (or more
but not all) is the judgment debtor, the joint
a/c cannot be attached but reverse is true. In
partnership a/c If judgment debtor is firm,
partner (s) individual accounts may also be
attached but reverse is not true.

Attachment order
1. Amount specifically
mentioned.
2. Applies to
subsequent
credits also
3. Balance in joint accounts
may be attached.
The share of each of the
account holder shall be,
unless contrary is proved,
presumed to be equal.

BANKER’S LIEN

4.9

In terms of Section 171 of Indian Contract Act, a banker may, in absence of a contract
to the contrary, retain as security for a general balance of account any goods bailed to
them. This right of a banker is automatic and no agreement/contract is required and
hence called general lien. Lien means right to retain goods in possession (but not to sell)
until debit is discharged. But in case of bank, general lien tantamount to ‘implied
pledge’. He has the right to sell. Banker’s right of general lien is available only over
goods and securities received during normal course of business but not over those
received for specific purpose as an agent or as a trustee etc. For example a packet or
something is left inadvertently by a customer in the bank, here the rights under banker’s
lien are not applicable. It is also not available, if there exists any contract to the contrary.
There may be particular lien over particular goods as per specific contract or even a
negative lien i.e. an undertaking not to alienate a security without specific consent of
the bank.

4.10 RIGHT OF SET OFF

Banker has right to combine two or more accounts. If one of them is in debit of customer
in the same name and same right, care can be taken that:
•

•

An account in the individual capacity of the customer showing debits balance
cannot be combined with one in fiduciary capacity (i.e. trustee etc.) showing
credit balance.
Account really belonging to same person, but in different names can be
combined. Thus an account of a sole proprietorship concern may be combined
with that in his personal name.
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•
•
•
•
•

Two accounts, of solicitor, one in his personal name and other marked clients
account cannot be combined.
Two accounts one belonging to an individual and other jointly with someone,
cannot be combined.
The right can be exercised only when the debt is due.
The right should exercise after giving due notice, unless a contract to the
contrary exists.
The right may be exercised before the garnishee order is made effective.

In the following cases, Right of Setoff can be exercised without giving notice i.e
automatically:
• Death, insanity or insolvency of the Customer.
• Insolvency of a partner.
• Winding up of a Company.
• Receipt of Garnishee order.
• Receipt of notice by a court or revenue authority.

4.11 RIGHT OF APPROPRIATION

Right of appropriation can be exercised by a banker under section 59, 60 and 61 of
Indian Contract Act. This is applicable when a customer is having more than one
account and has not given specific instruction to the banker for appropriation. In this
case bank has a right to appropriate the deposits towards an overdue loan account or
time barred debt. Clayton’s rule is related to the right of appropriation. It is mostly
applicable to running loan accounts like Cash Credit/Overdraft accounts.
Clayton’s rule says that the credit in the account will square-off debits in a chronological
manner. It means, the first debit will be adjusted towards the first credit item. The rule
is applicable in case of death, insolvency, insanity of a joint borrower, partner or
guarantor. The revocation of guarantee and dissolution of partnership due to
death/retirement or winding up calls for this rule. For example, when a partner dies, the
debit balance in the loan account of the firm shows Rs.10lakhs.Without opening a new
account on death of the partner, the bank allows operations in the
account.Subsequently,Rs.8 lakhs were deposited and Rs.6lakhs withdrawn. In this case,
the deceased partner’s liability would be share of Rs.2lkhs only.(i.e.Rs.!0 lakhs minus
Rs.8 lakhs).

4.12 NOMINATION RULES IN BANK ACCOUNTS

In exercise of the powers conferred by Section 52, read with Sections 45-ZA, 45-ZC
and 45-ZE of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (10 of 1949), and after consultation
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with the Reserve Bank of India, the Central Government makes the following rules,
namely: Banking Companies (Nomination) Rules, 1985.
Nomination is applicable for deposit accounts, articles kept in safe custody and the
lockers.
4.12.1 Benefits of nomination
The benefit of nomination is that in the event of death of an account holder(s) or locker
holder(s), the Bank can release the account proceeds or contents of the locker to the
nominee without insisting upon a Succession Certificate, Letter of Administration or
Court Order. The nominee acts in the capacity of a Trustee on behalf of the legal heirs
of the deceased account holder(s) or locker holder(s). Banks get a valid discharge by
making payment to the Nominee.
4.12.2 Nomination facility simplifies the procedure for settlement of claims of deceased
depositors as banks get a valid discharge by making payment to the nominee.
Nomination is optional for bank customers but they should be encouraged to opt
for it. In case, the customers decline to nominate then the fact must be recorded
in AOF
4.12.3 Nomination can be made in all bank deposit accounts and locker accounts in their
individual names or in joint names of two or more individuals. However
nomination cannot be accepted in an overdraft or cash credit account even if it
has a credit balance. Nomination can be made only by the deposit account
holders / safe deposit locker hirers / persons availing of safe custody facilities in
their personal capacity and not in any representative capacity such as attorney or
mandate holder.
4.12.4 Who can be a nominee ?
•
•

•

In deposit accounts, nomination can be made in favour only a single individual.
It is not necessary for the nominee to be a relatives of the account holder.
Minor can be a nominee but should appoint another individual, not being a minor,
to receive the amount of deposit on behalf of the minor nominee and give a
discharge, in the event of death of the depositor during the minority of the nominee.
A resident or a non-resident can also be a nominee.

4.12.5.Nominee can exercise the following rights.
•

As directed by Reserve Bank of India, the bank should settle the claims in respect
of deceased customer to the nominee(s) with in a period not exceeding 15 days from
the date of receipt of the claim subject to the production of the proof of death of the
depositor and suitable identification of the claim(s), to the bank’s satisfaction.
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•

The bank is not bound to take any notice of claim of any person, other than the
nominee.

•

Any other person having the right or claim on the amount will have to exercise it
against the nominee. Accordingly, If on the death of the depositor, a nominee and
the legal heir holding succession certificate make their claims simultaneously, The
bank should take note of the claim of the legal heir and advise him / her to bring a
competent court’s injunction restraining the bank from affecting payment to the
nominee. In the event of failure to do so, the settlement should be made in favour of
the nominee within the period stipulated by Reserve Bank of India.

•

In a deposit account held in joint names of two or more persons, the nominee can
exercise his claim only on the death of all the joint holders in the account.

•

In a term deposit, in the event of the death of the account holder’s, the nominee is
normally entitled to receive the proceeds thereof only on maturity. In case the
nominee wishes to close the term deposit prematurely, he/she is required to obtain
and furnish the written consent of the legal heirs of the deceased person/s.

(Reserve Bank of India has clarified that, signature of the account holders need not to
be attested by witness. Only the thumb-impression(s) of the account holder/s shall be
attested by two witnesses on the nomination forms prescribed under banking
nomination rules, 1985.)
4.12.6. Cancellation and variation in nominee form•

•

Nomination or its cancellation or variation can be made by the sole depositor in
case of a single account and by all the depositors jointly in case of accounts held
jointly.
Nomination, cancellation of nomination or variation of nomination can be made
at any time during the currency of the deposit/locker is under hire.

4.12.7 Acknowledgement of nominationIn all instances of nomination, cancellation of nomination or variation, a photocopy of
the relevant nomination form duly filled-in by the customer and duly signed by the bank
official against stamp of the bank should be given to the customer/hirer as an
acknowledgement.
4.12.8 Registration of nomination•

The nominee’s name is printed in the Fixed Deposit receipt only if the
accountholder agrees for the same. Nomination status: Registered with the bank is
printed in case the customer does not give consent to print the nominee’s name but
has given a valid nomination.
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•

To ensure compliance to RBI’s current directive in this regard, In case the customer
makes a specific request for the name of the nominee on the pass book, branches
are advised to write the name of the nominee against the nomination status in the
passbook and authenticate the same by affixing a round stamp and marking initials
of the officials on it.

4.12.9 Nomination facility in safe deposit locker•

When the safe deposit locker facility is extended to customers, it is advisable to
obtain a nomination, more specially where the locker is held in a single name.
Nomination will enable the bank to release the contents/securities/articles of a
locker to the nominee(s) of the hire(s), after making an inventory of the contents of
the locker and obtaining the discharge of the nominee thereon.

•

In case of sole hirer of a locker, the nomination can be made in favour of only one
person. Similarly, in case of locker hired jointly with one or more persons with
mode of operation as “Any one of the hirers”, nomination is permissible only in
favour of one person.

•

If a locker, hired by two or more persons, and operated jointly such hirers may
nominate one or more persons. The number of nominee in such cases should be
restricted to the number of joint hirers.

4.12.9 Nomination in safe custody facilityNomination is permissible only in the case of single safe custody facility. It means if
the safe custody is in joint names then nomination is not allowed.

4.13

SETTLEMENT CLAIM IN DECEASED ACCOUNT

Settlement of claims in deceased accounts is easier when the account is having
nomination as well as survivorship clause. Depending upon the Survivorship clause the
claim is settled by observing simple formality of obtaining a prescribed application from
the survivor(s). The role of nominee comes when all the account holders are dead
otherwise, claim is settled by making payment to the legal heir(s) of the deceased and
survivors. When nomination is not there but survivorship clause is there in joint
accounts, legal heir of the deceased and survivors would be the claimants.
4.13.1 Settlement of Claim Where there is Nomination (without survivor clause)
Where the customer has made a nomination in the deposit account/locker/articles kept
in safe custody, on death of such customer, Bank will make payment or deliver contents
of locker/articles kept in safe custody to such Nominee. The Nominee will be required
to :14

•
•
•

Make an application to the Bank as per prescribed format.
Establish his/her identify
Furnish original pass books, unused cheque books, locker keys, original safe
keeping receipt etc.as the case may be.

If the above originals pass-books, unused cheque books etc. are not produced, the
Nominee will be required to furnish an Indemnity Bond on a stamp paper of requisite
value.
o Bank will make the payment to the Nominee unless on or before the time of payment
or delivery of contents of locker/articles kept in safe –custody, any order of court is
received prohibiting the Bank from making such payment or delivery.
o Bank will not insist for submission of indemnity, sureties etc. from the Nominee(s).
However, if the original pass books, unused cheque books etc. are not produced, the
Nominee will be required to furnish an Indemnity Bond (Proforma enclosed as
Annexure 4) on a stamp paper of requisite value.
o No loan will be granted to a nominee against the security of the term deposit as such
payment.
If on the death of the A/C holder, both the nominee and the legal heir make their claims
simultaneously in respect of the deposit, Bank will take note of the legal heir holding
succession certificate. Bank will advise such legal heir to bring from the court an
injunction restraining the bank from effecting payment to the nominee. However, Bank
will get valid discharge by paying the nominee if the legal heir(s) have not in the
meanwhile, produced any decree, order, certificate or other authority from a court of
competent jurisdiction.
Where the nominee is a minor, the signature of nominee wherever required will have
to be given by a person authorized to do so on his behalf, as indicated in the nomination
form and recorded in Bank‘s book.
4.13.2 Settlement of Claim Where there is no Nomination :
Such situations may be broadly categorized under following two categories:
• Claim amount up to Rs.0.50 lacs without nomination or survivor clause;
• Claim amount of more that Rs.0.50 lacs without nomination or survivor clause;
a) Claim amount up to Rs. 0.50 lacs
Bank will follow a simplified procedure for claim amounts up to Rs.0.50 lacs,
where there is neither nomination nor survivorship clause.
• Bank will not ask for sureties for claim amount up to Rs. 0.50 lacs;
All the
Claimants will be required to submit the following to the BranchApplication
form by all the Claimants as per the required form. Indemnity Bond by all the
Claimants as per the guidelines.
b) Claim amount above Rs.0.50 lacs
Bank will follow the following procedure 15

•
•

All the Claimants will be required to submit the following to the Branch
Application form in prescribed format.
Affidavit by all the Claimants as per the format prescribed by Bank.

I. The claimants to furnish two sureties, acceptable to Bank, each good for the
amount as per Indemnity Bond (as per the format).
However, where the claimants face any difficulty in furnishing two such
sureties, Bank will accept sureties having worth twice the amount of claim either
singly or jointly.
II. Branch will settle the claim on the basis of enquiry/verification of the claim in
a separate form to be retained with the records, in a time-bound manner. III.
Preparing of Credit Report on sureties by the Branch.
In absence of legal representation, claims are to be settled on the basis of
enquiry/verification of the claim and preparation of credit-reports on the sureties by the
branch and execution of Affidavit and Indemnity Bond executed by all the legal heirs
and sureties. To protect Bank‘s interest against any adverse claims in future for
settlement of a deceased party‘s accounts/ assets, the Branch will make an enquiry with
neighbours, colleagues, friends, and relative of the deceased, claimant(s) and sureties
and a report is prepared by a bank official and held on record.
Bank will also prepare Credit Report on the sureties. This Credit Report should be
elaborate giving all details of their assets, identification and particulars of immovable
properties.

4.14 LET US SUM-UP

Commercial Banking thrive on Banker-customer relationship. If we see the primary
functions of banks, the relationships created are Debtor and Creditor. This is the general
relationship(s).However, if we go beyond this relationship and consider secondary
functions and a host of ancillary services rendered by banks, then various kinds of
relationships are created, known as special relationships. In the course of discharging
its duties, banks exercise certain rights and obligations. Banks are under obligations to
carry out orders of judicial and revenue authorities-mostly garnishee order and
attachment order. Further, banks exercise it statutory rights like lien and setoff to
safeguard it’s own interest. Earlier, in case of death a depositor, the legal heirs face a
lot of hardships in getting the money back. The framing of nomination rules in 1985
encouraged the depositors to exercise their right to nominate in all types of deposit
accounts, locker and safe custody in individual names. In case of death of a depositor
claim can be settled on the basis of nomination as bank gets a valid discharge by making
payment to the nominee. Here, succession certificate, probate or letter of administration
(depending on the nature of account the deceased is having with the banker) are not
required, which are essential in case nomination is not there.
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4.14

KEY WORDS

Mandate Power of Attorney-

Authority
Authority to represent and act for somebody with legal
sanctity.

Mortgage-

Transferring interest in property as security.

Pledge-

Transferring the physical possession as security.

Garnishee order nisi -

When show cause type order received.

Clayton’s Rule-

When first debit is squared off by first credit in death of
partnership.

Attachment order-

Orders from Revenue/IT authorities to freez the account
or make payment of govt. dues of its customers.

Nominee-

Representative of the depositor to receive payment on
behalf of the legal heirs.

4.15 REVIEW QUESTIONS

Q.1Explain in details the various special relations between Banker and Customer.
Q.2- Banker customer relations are transactional in nature. Do you agree? Justify your
answer with two examples.
Q.3- Distinguish between Garnishee Order and Attachment Order.
Q.4- What is the status of a nominee?
Q.5- What documents are to submit to settle claim in an account without nomination?
Q.6- Write short notes on:
a) Surety
b) Letter of administration
c) Probate
d) Survivorship Clause

4.16 FURTHER READINGS

•
•
•
•
•

Muraleedharan, D (2009), “Modern Banking: Theory and Practice”, PHI Learning
Pvt. Ltd.
L.C. Goyle, The Law of Banking and Bankers (1995) Eastern
M.L. Tannan,Banking Law and Practice in India (1997) India Law House,
NewDelhi.
www.rbi.org.in
www.ucobank.com www.pnbindia.in IIBF Publications.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this lesson, you should be able to• Understand meaning, essential characteristics and types of negotiable
instruments;
• Describe the meaning and marking of cheques, crossing of cheques and
cancellation of crossing of a cheque;
• Explain capacity and liability parties to a negotiable instruments; and
18

•

5.1

Understand various provisions of negotiable instrument Act.1881 regarding
negotiation, assignment, endorsement, acceptance, etc. of negotiable
instruments.
INTRODUCTION

The Negotiable Instruments Act was enacted, in India, in 1881. Prior to its enactment,
the provision of the English Negotiable Instrument Act were applicable in India, and
the present Act is also based on the English Act with certain modifications. It extends
to the whole of India except the State of Jammu and Kashmir. The Act operates subject
to the provisions of Sections 31 and 32 of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. Section
31 of the Reserve Bank of India Act provides that no person in India other than the Bank
or as expressly authorised by this Act, the Central Government shall draw, accept, make
or issue any bill of exchange, hundi, promissory note or engagement for the payment of
money payable to bearer on demand. This Section further provides that no one except
the RBI or the Central Government can make or issue a promissory note expressed to
be payable or demand or after a certain time. Section 32 of the Reserve Bank of India
Act makes issue of such bills or notes punishable with fine which may extend to the
amount of the instrument. The effect or the consequences of these provisions are:
1. A promissory note cannot be made payable to the bearer, no matter whether it
is payable on demand or after a certain time.
2. A bill of exchange cannot be made payable to the bearer on demand though it
can be made payable to the bearer after a certain time.
3. But a cheque {though a bill of exchange} payable to bearer or demand can be
drawn on a person’s account with a banker.

5.2

MEANING OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

According to Section 13 (a) of the Act, “Negotiable instrument means a promissory
note, bill of exchange or cheque payable either to order or to bearer, whether the word
“order” or “ bearer” appear on the instrument or not.”
In the words of Justice, Willis, “A negotiable instrument is one, the property in which
is acquired by anyone who takes it bonafide and for value notwithstanding any defects
of the title in the person from whom he took it”.
Thus, the term, negotiable instrument means a written document which creates a right
in favour of some person and which is freely transferable. Although the Act mentions
only these three instruments (such as a promissory note, a bill of exchange and cheque),
it does not exclude the possibility of adding any other instrument which satisfies the
following two conditions of negotiability:
19

1. the instrument should be freely transferable (by delivery or by endorsement. and
delivery) by the custom of the trade; and
2. the person who obtains it in good faith and for value should get it free from all
defects, and be entitled to recover the money of the instrument in his own name.
5.3

CHARACTERISTICS OF A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT

A negotiable instrument has the following characteristics:
1. Property: A negotiable instrument does not merely give possession of the
instrument but right to property also. The property in a negotiable instrument can
be transferred without any formality. In the case of bearer instrument, the property
passes by mere delivery to the transferee. In the case of an order instrument,
endorsement and delivery are required for the transfer of property.
2. Title: The transferee of a negotiable instrument is known as ‘holder in due course.’
A bona fide transferee for value is not affected by any defect of title on the part of
the transferor or of any of the previous holders of the instrument.
3. Rights: The transferee of the negotiable instrument can sue in his own name, in case
of dishonour. A negotiable instrument can be transferred any number of times till it
is matured.
4. Presumptions: Certain presumptions apply to all negotiable instruments e.g., a
presumption that consideration has been paid under it. It is not necessary to write in
a promissory note the words ‘for value received’ or similar expressions because the
payment of consideration is presumed.

5.4

PRESUMPTIONS AS TO NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT

Sections 118 and 119 of the Negotiable Instrument Act lay down certain presumptions
which the court presumes in regard to negotiable instruments. In other words these
presumptions need not be proved as they are presumed to exist in every negotiable
instrument. Until the contrary is proved the following presumptions shall be made in
case of all negotiable instruments:
1. Consideration: It shall be presumed that every negotiable instrument was made
drawn, accepted or endorsed for consideration. It is presumed that, consideration
is present in every negotiable instrument until the contrary is proved.
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2. Date: Where a negotiable instrument is dated, the presumption is that it has been
made or drawn on such date, unless the contrary is proved.
3. Time of acceptance: Unless the contrary is proved, every accepted bill of
exchange is presumed to have been accepted within a reasonable time after its
issue and before its maturity.
4. Order of endorsement: Until the contrary is proved it shall be presumed that
the endorsements appearing upon a negotiable instrument were made in the
order in which they appear thereon.
5. Stamp: Unless the contrary is proved, it shall be presumed that a lost promissory
note, bill of exchange or cheque was duly stamped.
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6. Holder in due course: It is presumed that the holder of a negotiable instrument
is the holder in due course. Every holder of a negotiable instrument is presumed
to have paid consideration for it and have taken it in good faith. But if the
instrument was obtained from its lawful owner by means of an offence or fraud,
the holder has to prove that he is a holder in due course.
7. Proof of protest: Section 119 lays down that in a suit upon an instrument which
has been dishonoured, the court shall on proof of the protest, presume the fact
of dishonour, unless and until such fact is disproved.

5.5

TYPES OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT

Section 13 of the Negotiable Instruments Act states that a negotiable instrument is a
promissory note, bill of exchange or a cheque payable either to order or to bearer.
Negotiable instruments recognised by statute are: (i) Promissory notes (ii) Bills of
exchange (iii) Cheques. Negotiable instruments recognised by usage or custom are: (i)
Hundis (ii) Share warrants (iii) Dividend warrants (iv) Bankers draft (v) Circular notes
(vi) Bearer debentures (vii) Debentures of Bombay Port Trust (viii) Railway receipts
(ix) Delivery orders.
5.5.1 Promissory notes
Section 4 of the Act defines, “A promissory note is an instrument in writing (not being
a bank-note or a currency note) containing an unconditional undertaking, signed by the
maker, to pay a certain sum of money to or to the order of a certain person, or to the
bearer of the instruments.”
An instrument to be a promissory note must possess the following elements:
1. It must be in writing: A mere verbal promise to pay is not a promissory note.
The method of writing (either in ink or pencil or printing, etc.) is unimportant,
but it must be in any form that cannot be altered easily.
2. It must certainly an express promise or clear understanding to pay: There must
be an express undertaking to pay. A mere acknowledgment is not enough. The
following are not promissory notes as there is no promise to pay.
5.5.2 Bill of exchange
Section 5 of the Act defines, “A bill of exchange is an instrument in writing containing
an unconditional order, signed by the maker, directing a certain person to pay a certain
sum of money only to, or to the order of a certain person or to the bearer of the
instrument”.
A bill of exchange, therefore, is a written acknowledgement of the debt, written by the
creditor and accepted by the debtor. There are usually three parties to a bill of exchange
drawer, acceptor or drawee and payee. Drawer himself may be the payee.
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Essential conditions of a bill of exchange
(1) It must be in writing.
(2) It must be signed by the drawer.
(3) The drawer, drawee and payee must be certain.
(4) The sum payable must also be certain.
(5) It should be properly stamped.
(6) It must contain an express order to pay money and money alone.
For example, In the following cases, there is no order to pay, but only a request to pay.
Therefore, none can be considered as a bill of exchange:
Distinction between Bill of Exchange and Promissory Note
1. Number of parties: In a promissory note there are only two parties – the maker
(debtor) and the payee (creditor). In a bill of exchange, there are three parties;
drawer, drawee and payee; although any two out of the three may be filled by one
and the same person,
2. Payment to the maker: A promissory note cannot be made payable the maker
himself, while in a bill of exchange to the drawer and payee or drawee and payee
may be same person.
3. Unconditional promise: A promissory note contains an unconditional promise by
the maker to pay to the payee or his order, whereas in a bill of exchange, there is an
unconditional order to the drawee to pay according to the direction of the drawer.
4. Prior acceptance: A note is presented for payment without any prior acceptance by
the maker. A bill of exchange is payable after sight must be accepted by the drawee
or someone else on his behalf, before it can be presented for payment.
5. Primary or absolute liability: The liability of the maker of a promissory note is
primary and absolute, but the liability of the drawer of a bill of exchange is
secondary and conditional.
6. Relation: The maker of the promissory note stands in immediate relation with the
payee, while the maker or drawer of an accepted bill stands in immediate relations
with the acceptor and not the payee.
7. Protest for dishonour: Foreign bill of exchange must be protested for dishonour
when such protest is required to be made by the law of the country where they are
drawn, but no such protest is needed in the case of a promissory note.
8. Notice of dishonour: When a bill is dishonoured, due notice of dishonour is to be
given by the holder to the drawer and the intermediate endorsers, but no such notice
need be given in the case of a note.
Classification of Bills
Bills can be classified as:
(1) Inland and foreign bills.
(2) Time and demand bills.
(3) Trade and accommodation bills.
1. Inland and Foreign Bills
Inland bill: A bill is, named as an inland bill if:
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(a) it is drawn in India on a person residing in India, whether payable in or outside
India, or
(b) it is drawn in India on a person residing outside India but payable in India.
Foreign Bill: A bill which is not an inland bill is a foreign bill. The following are
the foreign bills:
1. A bill drawn outside India and made payable in India.
2. A bill drawn outside India on any person residing outside India.
3. A bill drawn in India on a person residing outside India and made payable
outside India.
4. A bill drawn outside India on a person residing in India.
5. A bill drawn outside India and made payable outside India.
Bills in sets (Secs. 132 and 133): The foreign bills are generally drawn in sets of three,
and each sets is termed as a ‘via’.
As soon as anyone of the set is paid, the others becomes inoperative. These bills are
drawn in different parts. They are drawn in order to avoid their loss or miscarriage
during transit. Each part is despatched separately. To avoid delay, all the parts are sent
on the same day; by different mode of conveyance.
2. Time and Demand Bill
Time bill: A bill payable after a fixed time is termed as a time bill. In other words,
bill payable “after date” is a time bill.
Demand bill: A bill payable at sight or on demand is termed as a demand bill.
3. Trade and Accommodation Bill
Trade bill: A bill drawn and accepted for a genuine trade transaction is termed as
a “trade bill”.
Accommodation bill: A bill drawn and accepted not for a genuine trade transaction
but only to provide financial accommodation to some party is an “accommodation
bill”.
Example: A, is need of money for three months. He induces his friend B to accept
a bill of exchange drawn on him for Rs. 1,000 for three months. The bill is drawn
and accepted. The bill is an “accommodation bill”. A may get the bill discounted
from his bankers immediately, paying a small sum as discount. Thus, he can use
the funds for three months and then just before maturity he may remit the money
to B, who will meet the bill on maturity.
In the above example A is the “accommodated party” while B is the
“accommodating party”. It is to be noted that an recommendation bill may be for
accommodation of both the drawer and acceptor. In such a case, they share the
proceeds of the discounted bill. It is also known as kite flying.
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In form and all other respects an accommodation bill is quite similar to an ordinary
bill of exchange. There is nothing on the face of the accommodation bill to
distinguish it from an ordinary trade bill.
5.5.3 Cheques
Section 6 of the Act defines “A cheque is a bill of exchange drawn on a specified banker,
and not expressed to be payable otherwise than on demand”.
A cheque is bill of exchange with two more qualifications, namely,
it is always drawn on a specified banker, and
it is always payable on demand.
Consequently, all cheque are bill of exchange, but all bills are not cheque. A cheque
must satisfy all the requirements of a bill of exchange; that is, it must be signed by the
drawer, and must contain an unconditional order on a specified banker to pay a certain
sum of money to or to the order of a certain person or to the bearer of the cheque. It
does not require acceptance.
Distinction Between Bills of Exchange and Cheque
1. A bill of exchange is usually drawn on some person or firm, while a cheque is
always drawn on a bank.
2. It is essential that a bill of exchange must be accepted before its payment can be
claimed A cheque does not require any such acceptance.
3. A cheque can only be drawn payable on demand, a bill may be drawn payable on
demand or on the expiry of a certain period after date or sight.
4. A grace of three days is allowed in the case of time bills while no grace is given in
the case of a cheque.
5. Notice of dishonour of a bill is necessary, but no such notice is necessary in the case
of cheque.
6. A cheque may be crossed, but not needed in the case of bill.
7. A bill of exchange must be properly stamped, while a cheque does not require any
stamp.
8. A cheque drawn to bearer payable on demand shall be valid but a bill payable on
demand can never be drawn to bearer.
9. Unlike cheques, the payment of a bill cannot be countermanded by the drawer.
5.5.4 Hundis
A “Hundi” is a negotiable instrument written in an oriental language. The term hundi
includes all indigenous negotiable instrument whether they be in the form of notes or
bills.
The word ‘hundi’ is said to be derived from the Sanskrit word ‘hundi’, which means “to
collect”. They are quite popular among the Indian merchants from very old days. They
are used to finance trade and commerce. Hundis are governed by the custom and usage
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of the locality in which they are intended to be used and not by the provision of the
Negotiable Instruments Act.

5.6

PARTIES TO NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

5.6.1 Parties to Bill of Exchange
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Drawer: The maker of a bill of exchange is called the ‘drawer’.
Drawee: The person directed to pay the money by the drawer is called the ‘drawee’,
Acceptor: After a drawee of a bill has signed his assent upon the bill, or if there
are more parts than one, upon one of such pares and delivered the same, or given
notice of such signing to the holder or to some person on his behalf, he is called the
‘ acceptor’.
Payee: The person named in the instrument, to whom or to whose order the money
is directed to be paid by the instrument is called the ‘payee’. He is the real
beneficiary under the instrument. Where he signs his name and makes the
instrument payable to some other person, that other person does not become the
payee.
Endorser: When the holder transfers or indorses the instrument to anyone else, the
holder becomes the ‘Endorser’.
Endorsee: The person to whom the bill is indorsed is called an ‘endorsee’.
Holder: A person who is legally entitled to the possession of the negotiable
instrument in his own name and to receive the amount thereof, is called a ‘holder’.
He is either the original payee, or the endorsee. In case the bill is payable to the
bearer, the person in possession of the negotiable instrument is called the ‘holder’.
Drawee in case of need: When in the bill or in any endorsement, the name of any
person is given, in addition to the drawee, to be resorted to in case of need, such a
person is called ‘drawee in case of need’.
Acceptor for honour: In case the original drawee refuses to accept the bill or to
furnish better security when demanded by the notary, any person who is not liable
on the bill, may accept it with the consent of the holder, for the honour of any party
liable on the bill. Such an acceptor is called ‘acceptor for honour’.

5.6.2 Parties to a Promissory Note
1.
2.
3.

Maker. He is the person who promises to pay the amount stated in the note. He is
the debtor.
Payee. He is the person to whom the amount is payable i.e. the creditor.
Holder. He is the payee or the person to whom the note might have been endorsed.

5.6.3 Parties to a Cheque
1.

Drawer. He is the person who draws the cheque, i.e., the depositor of money in the
bank.
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2.
3.

5.7

Drawee. It is the drawer’s banker on whom the cheque has been drawn.
Payee. He is the person who is entitled to receive the payment of the cheque.

NEGOTIATION

Negotiation may be defined as the process by which a third party is constituted the
holder of the instrument so as to entitle him to the possession of the same and to receive
the amount due thereon in his own name. According to section 14 of the Act, ‘when a
promissory note, bill of exchange or cheque is transferred to any person so as to
constitute that person the holder thereof, the instrument is said to be negotiated.’ The
main purpose and essence of negotiation is to make the transferee of a promissory note,
a bill of exchange or a cheque the holder there of.
Negotiation thus requires two conditions to be fulfilled, namely:
1. There must be a transfer of the instrument to another person; and
2. The transfer must be made in such a manner as to constitute the transferee the
holder of the instrument.
Handing over a negotiable instrument to a servant for safe custody is not negotiation;
there must be a transfer with an intention to pass title.
5.7.1 Modes of negotiation
Negotiation may be effected in the following two ways:
1. Negotiation by delivery (Sec. 47): Where a promissory note or a bill of exchange or
a cheque is payable to a bearer, it may be negotiated by delivery thereof. Example:
A, the holder of a negotiable instrument payable to bearer, delivers it to
B’s agent to keep it for B. The instrument has been negotiated.
2. Negotiation by endorsement and delivery (Sec. 48): A promissory note, a cheque or
a bill of exchange payable to order can be negotiated only be endorsement and
delivery. Unless the holder signs his endorsement on the instrument and delivers it,
the transferee does not become a holder. If there are more payees than one, all must
endorse it.

5.8

ASSIGNMENT

Bills, notes and cheques represent debts and as such have been held to be assignable
without endorsement. Transfer by assignment takes place when the holder of a
negotiable instrument sells his right to another person without endorsing it. The assignee
is entitled to get possession and can recover the amount due on the instrument from the
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parties thereto. Of the two methods of transfer of negotiable instruments discussed,
transfer by negotiation is recognised by the Negotiable Instrument Act.
5.8.1 Negotiation and Assignment Distinguished
The various points of distinction between negotiation and assignment are as below:
1. Negotiation requires delivery only to constitute a transfer, whereas assignment
requires a written document signed by the transferor.
2. Consideration is always presumed in the case of transfer by negotiation. In the
case of assignment consideration must be proved.
3. In case of negotiation, notice of transfer is not necessary, whereas in the case of
assignment notice of the transfer must be given by the assignee to the debtor.
4. The assignee takes the instrument subject to all the defects in the title of the
transferor. If the title of the assignor was defective the title of the assignee is
also defective. However, in case of negotiation the transferee takes the
instrument free from all the defects in the title of the transferor. A holder in due
course is not affected by any defect in the title of the transferor. He may therefore
have a better title than the transferor.
5. In case of negotiation a transferee can sue the third party in his own name. But
an assignee cannot do so.
5.8.2 Importance of delivery in negotiation
Delivery is a voluntary transfer of possession from one person to another. Delivery is
essential to complete any contract on a negotiable instrument whether it be contract of
making endorsement or acceptance. The property in the instrument does not pass unless
the delivery is fully completed. Section 46 of the Act provides that a negotiable
instrument is not made or accepted or endorsed unless it is delivered to a proper person.
For instance, if a person signs a promissory note and keeps it with himself, he cannot
be said to have made a promissory note; only when it is delivered to the payee that the
promissory note is made.
Delivery may be actual or constructive. Delivery is actual when it is accompanied by
actual change of possession of the instrument. Constructive delivery is effected without
any change of actual possession.

5.9

ENDORSEMENT

The word ‘endorsement’ in its literal sense means, writing on the back of an instrument.
But under the Negotiable Instruments Act it means, the writing of one’s name on the
back of the instrument or any paper attached to it with the intention of transferring the
rights therein. Thus, endorsement is signing a negotiable instrument for the purpose of
negotiation. The person who effects an endorsement is called an ‘endorser’, and the
person to whom negotiable instrument is transferred by endorsement is called the
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‘endorsee’. If the endorser simply sign on the back of the instrument and no narration is
there, it is called ‘Blank Endorsement’.
If delivery is conditional, endorsement is not complete until the condition is fulfilled.
5.9.1 Who may endorse?
The payee of an instrument is the rightful person to make the first endorsement.
Thereafter the instrument may be endorsed by any person who has become the holder
of the instrument. The maker or drawer cannot endorse or negotiate an instrument unless
he is in lawful possession of instrument or is the holder thereof. A payee or endorsee
cannot endorse or negotiate unless he is the holder thereof.
5.9.2 Types of endorsement
An endorsement may be:
a) Blank or general.- It simply consists of the signature of the endorser on the
endorsement.
b) Special or full.- When the endorsement contains not only the signature of the
endorser but also the name of the person in whose favour the endorsement is made,
then it is an endorsement in full.
c) Partial-(Sec-56) A partial endorsement is one which purports to transfer to the
endorsee a part only of the amount payable on the instrument. Such an endorsement
does not operate as a negotiation of the instrument.
d) Restrictive (Sec-50) Restrictive endorsement is one which either by express words
restricts or prohibits the further negotiation.
e) Conditional. An endorsement where the endorsee limits or reduces his liability by
putting some condition in the instrument is called a conditional endorsement. A
conditional endorsement unlike the restrictive endorsement does not affect the
negotiability of the instrument. It is also sometimes called qualified endorsement.
Following are few types of qualified Endorsement:
1) ‘Sans recourse’ endorsement: An endorser may exclude his own liability
thereon to the endorser or any subsequent holder in case of dishonour of the
instrument. Such an endorsement is called an endorsement sans recourse
(without recourse/responsibility).
2) Facultative endorsement: An endorsement where the endorser extends his
liability or abandons some right under a negotiable instrument, is called a
facultative endorsement.
3) ‘Sans frais’ endorsement: Where the endorser does not want the endorsee
or any subsequent holder, to incur any expense on his account on the
instrument, the endorsement is ‘sans frais’.
5.9.3 Cancellation of endorsement
When the holder of a negotiable instrument, without the consent of the endorser destroys
or impairs the endorser’s remedy against prior party, the endorser is discharged from
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liability to the holder to the same extent as if the instrument had been paid at maturity
(Section 40).
5.9.4 Negotiation back
‘Negotiation back’ is a process under which an endorsee comes again into possession
of the instrument in his own right. Where a bill is re-endorsed to a previous endorser,
he has no remedy against the intermediate parties to whom he was previously liable
though he may further negotiate the bill.

5.10 INSTRUMENTS WITHOUT CONSIDERATION

Section 58 of the Act provides that no person in possession of an instrument with a
defect of title can claim the amount of the instrument unless he is a holder in due course.
The moment an instrument comes into the hands of a holder in due course, not only
does he get a title which is free from all defects, but having passed through his hands
the instrument is cleaned of all defects. As such, finders of lost or stolen instruments do
not get a better title than that of the holder in due course.

5.11

HOLDER IN DUE COURSE

Section 9 of the Act defines ‘holder in due course’ as any person who (i) for valuable
consideration, (ii) becomes the possessor of a negotiable instrument payable to bearer
or the endorsee or payee thereof, (iii) before the amount mentioned in the document
becomes payable, and (iv) without having sufficient cause to believe that any defect
existed in the title of the person from whom he derives his title. (English law does not
regard payee as a holder in due course).
The essential qualification of a holder in due course may, therefore, be summed up as
follows:
1. He must be a holder for valuable consideration.
2. He must have become a holder (possessor) before the date of maturity of the
negotiable instrument.
3. He must have become holder of the negotiable instrument in good faith.

5.12 DISHONOUR OF A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT

When a negotiable instrument is dishonoured, the holder must give a notice of dishonour
to all the previous parties in order to make them liable. A negotiable instrument can be
dishonoured either by non- acceptance or by non-payment. A cheque and a promissory
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note can only be dishonoured by non-payment but a bill of exchange can be dishonoured
either by non-acceptance or by non-payment.
5.12.1 Dishonour by non-acceptance (Section 91)
A bill of exchange can be dishonoured by non-acceptance in the following ways:
1. If a bill is presented to the drawee for acceptance and he does not accept it within
48 hours from the time of presentment for acceptance.
2. When the drawee is a fictitious person or if he cannot be traced after reasonable
search.
3. When the drawee is incompetent to contract, the bill is treated as dishonoured.
4. When a bill is accepted with a qualified acceptance, the holder may treat the bill
of exchange having been dishonoured.
5. When the drawee has either become insolvent or is dead.
6. When presentment for acceptance is excused and the bill is not accepted. Where
a drawee in case of need is named in a bill or in any indorsement thereon, the
bill is not dishonoured until it has been dishonoured by such drawee.
5.12.2 Dishonour by non-payment (Section 92)
A bill after being accepted has got to be presented for payment on the date of its
maturity. If the acceptor fails to make payment when it is due, the bill is dishonoured
by non-payment. In the case of a promissory note if the maker fails to make payment
on the due date the note is dishonoured by non-payment. A cheque is dishonoured by
non-payment as soon as a banker refuses to pay.
5.12.3 Duties of the holder upon dishonour
1) Notice of dishonour. When a promissory note, bill of exchange or cheque is
dishonoured by non-acceptance or non-payment the holder must give notice of
dishonour to all the parties to the instrument whom he seeks to make liable thereon.
(Sec. 93)
2) Noting and protesting. When a promissory note or bill of exchange has been
dishonoured by non-acceptance or non-payment, the holder may cause such
dishonour to be noted by a notary public upon the instrument or upon a paper
attached thereto or partly upon each (Sec. 99). The holder may also within a
reasonable time of the dishonour of the note or bill, get the instrument protested by
notary public (Sec. 100).
3) Suit for money. After the formality of noting and protesting is gone through, the
holder may bring a suit against the parties liable for the recovery of the amount due
on the instrument.

5.13 NOTING AND PROTESTING
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When a negotiable instrument is dishonoured the holder may sue his prior parties i.e the
drawer and the endorsers after he has given a notice of dishonour to them. The holder
may need an authentic evidence of the fact that a negotiable instrument has been
dishonoured. When a cheque is dishonoured general1y the bank who refuses payment
returns back the cheque giving reasons in writing for the dishonour of the cheque.
Sections 99 and l00 provide convenient methods of authenticating the fact of dishonour
of a bill of exchange and a promissory note by means of ‘noting’ and ‘protest’.
Noting
As soon as a bill of exchange or a promissory note is dishonoured, the holder can after
giving the parties due notice of dishonour, sue the parties liable thereon. Section 99
provides a mode of authenticating the fact of the bill having been dishonoured. Such
mode is by noting the
Noting should specify in the instrument, (a) the fact of dishonour, (b) the date of
dishonour, (c) the reason for such dishonour, if any (d) the notary’s charges, (e) a
reference to the notary’s register and (f) the notary’s initials.
Noting should be made by the notary within a reasonable time after dishonour. Noting
and protesting is not compulsory but foreign bills must be protested for dishonour when
such protest is required by the law of the place where they are drawn. Cheques do not
require noting and protesting. Noting by itself has no legal effect. Still it has some
advantages. If noting is done within a reasonable time protest may be drawn later on.
Noting without protest is sufficient to allow a bill to be accepted for honour.
Protest
Protest is a formal certificate of the notary public attesting the dishonour of the bill by
non-acceptance or by non-payment. After noting, the next step for notary is to draw a
certificate of protest, which is a formal declaration on the bill or a copy thereof. The
chief advantage of protest is that the court on proof of the protest shall presume the fact
of dishonour.
Inland bills may or may not be protested. But foreign bills must be protested for
dishonour when such protest is required by the law of the place where they are drawn
(Sec. 104).
Where a bill is required to be protested under the Act within a specified time, it is
sufficient if it is ‘noted for protest’ within such time. The formal protest may be given
at anytime after the noting (Sec. 104A)

5.14 LET US SUM-UP

A negotiable instrument is a piece of paper which entitles a person to a sum of money
and which is transferable from one person to another by mere delivery or by
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endorsement and delivery. The characteristics of a negotiable instrument are easy
negotiability, transferee gets good title, transferee gets a right to sue in his own name
and certain presumptions which apply to all negotiable instruments. There are two types
of negotiable instruments (a) Recognised by statue: Promissory notes, Bill of exchange
and cheques and (b) Recognised by usage: Hundis, Bill of lading, Share warrant,
Dividend warrant, Railway receipts, Delivery orders etc. The parties to bill of exchange
are drawer, drawee, acceptor, payee, endorser, endorsee, holder, drawee in case of need
and acceptor for honour. The parties to a promissory note are maker, payee, holder,
indorser and indorsee while parties to cheque are drawer, drawee, payee, holder,
indorser and indorsee.
Negotiation of an instrument is a process by which the ownership of the instrument is
transferred by one person to another. There are two methods of negotiation: by mere
delivery and by endorsement. In its literal sense, the term ‘indorsement’ means writing
on an instrument but in its technical sense, under the Negotiable Instrument Act, it
means the writing of a person’s name on the face or back of a negotiable instrument or
on a slip of paper annexed thereto, for the purpose of negotiation. A bill may be
dishonoured by non-acceptance (since only bills require acceptance) or by nonpayment,
while a promissory note and cheque may be dishonoured by non-payment only. Noting
means recording of the fact of dishonour by a notary public on the bill or an attached
paper or on both.
Protest is a formal notarial certificate attesting the dishonour of the bill. The term
‘discharge’ in relation to negotiable instrument is used in two senses, viz., (a) discharge
of one or more parties from liability thereon, and (b) discharge of the instrument.

5.15 KEYWORDS

Negotiable instrument: A negotiable instrument is one, the property and the title in
which is acquired by anyone who takes it as bonafide and for value notwithstanding any
defect in the title of the person from whom he/she took it.
Promissory note: A promissory note is an instrument in writing (not being a bank
note or currency note) containing an unconditional undertaking, signed by the maker,
to pay a certain sum of money to, or to the order of a certain person.
Bills of exchange: A bill of exchange is an instrument in writing containing an
unconditional order signed by the maker directing a certain person to pay a certain sum
of money only to, or to the order of, a certain person or to the bearer of the instrument.
Accommodation bills: Those bills, which are drawn without any actual consideration,
merely, to help out friends and relatives are known as accommodation bills.
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Banker’s draft: It is a bill of exchange in which a bank orders its branch or another
bank, as the case may be, to pay a specified amount to a specified person or to the order
of the specified person.
Cheque: Cheque is a kind of bill of exchange, which is always drawn upon a specific
bank and is payable on demand.
Usances: The time fixed by the custom of countries for payment of bills drawn in one
country but are payable in another country is known as a usance.
Payment in due course: Payment in due course means payment of the instrument after
the expiry of the duration of the instrument, in good faith and without any negligence,
to the possessor thereof and without the existence of any circumstances that may lead
one to believe that the person receiving the payment is not entitled to it.
Assignment: Assignment of any object means the transfer of its tile to another person
through a written and registered deed under the Transfer of Property Act.

5.16 REVIEW QUESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Distinguish between Negotiation and Assignment.
Define endorsement. What are the various types of endorsement?
Explain the privileges granted to a holder in due course.
How and when should a notice be served on a bill being dishonoured by either
nonacceptance or non-payment?
What are the various ways in which one or more parties to a negotiable instrument
is/are discharged of liability? Discuss.
Define the term ‘negotiable instrument’. What are its essential characteristics?
Discuss the presumptions in respect of a negotiable instrument.
What is a bill of exchange? How does it differ from a promissory note?
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UNIT-6 PAYMENT, COLLECTION AND DISHONOUR
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6.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying the unit, you shall be able to:
• Explain the journey of a cheque
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•
•
•
•

6.1

Discuss types of crossings and their importance
Explain the duties of paying and collecting Banker
Understand the protections available to banker
Understand Dishonour of an instrument
Explain the consequences in
Dishonour of Cheque Discuss the Provisions Under Section -138 of N.I.Act.

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding unit, we have learnt the meaning, definition, characteristics and parties
to a cheque. According to NI Act, Section-4,”A Cheque is a bill of exchange drawn on
a specified banker and not expressed to be payable otherwise on demand”. As such
relating to payment, collection and dishonor of the cheque, bank or the banker has a
major role to play. From issuance of the cheque to its payment or non-payment, rather
journey of the cheque begins from and ends with the bank. Here, we will be discussing
the rights, obligations of the banker vis-à-vis the statutory protections banks get in
different situations.

6.2

PRESENTATION OF CHEQUE

Generally a cheque is either a bearer cheque or order cheque. If the word order is not
mentioned after the payees name, the cheque is treated as a bearer cheque. Bearer
cheques are presented across the counter and cheques presented for collection are
generally order instruments. Anybody irrespective of any mention of payee, can present
a bearer cheque and receive payment across the counter. However, cheques deposited
for collection from other banks are to be crossed by the drawer, drawee or banker and
made payable through one’s own banker.

6.3

CROSSING OF CHEQUES

Crossings of the cheques are of four types: General, Special, Not Negotiable and a/c
payee crossing.
6.3.1 General Crossing
When two parallel traverse lines are drawn on the face of a cheque with or without any
words like “A/C PAYEE” or “& CO.” etc., it is known as general crossing. Here, the
two parallel traverse lines are important to make the cheque a crossed one. The effect
of general crossing is that payment has to be made through an account and not across
the counter.
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6.3.2 Special Crossing:
When the name of a bank is mentioned within the two traverse lines (which is
essential) with or without any additional words like “A/C PAYEE” or “& CO.” etc., it
is termed as Special Crossing. The effect of special crossing is that the cheque be paid
by the banker, whose name is mentioned therein.

6.3.3 Not Negotiable Crossing:
According to section-130 of NI Act. ”A person taking cheque crossed generally or
specially bearing in either case the words ‘Not Negotiable’ shall not have and shall not
be capable of giving a better title to the cheque than that what the person from he took
it had’. This means the words “Not Negotiable”, takes away the negotiable
characteristics of the instrument to the extent that the transferee can not have a better
title to the instrument than what the transferor had.
6.3.4 Account Payee Crossing:
Sometimes words like ‘A?C Payee’ or ‘Payee’s A/C only’ are inserted within the two
parallel lines. The act is silent on this and it is merely a practice to add more security to
the instrument. These words have nothing to do with the negotiability of the instrument.
6.3.5 Crossing after the Cheque is Issued:
If an uncrossed cheque is given, the holder can cross it generally or specially if crossed
generally and even add the words ‘Not Negotiable’ to it. Protection is not available to
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uncrossed instruments. As such, it is advisable to put all the cheques with the crossing
stamps by the banks to avail of the protection.
General Crossing

6.4

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GENERAL CROSSING AND SPECIAL
CROSSING

GENERAL CROSSING

SPECIAL CROSSING

1 Drawing of two parallel transverse Two parallel transverse lines are
lines is a must.
not essential.
2 Banks name is not required
3 In General Crossing paying banker
honours the cheque from any bank
A/C.

Banks name is a must
In Special Crossing paying banker
honours the cheque only when it is
presented through the bank
specified in the crossing and no
other bank.

4 General Crossing can be converted Special Crossing can never be
into a Special Crossing.
converted to General Crossing.
5 In case of General Crossing the
words “And Company” or “&
Company” or “Not Negotiable”
between the transverse lines to
highlight the crossing does not carry
special significance.

6.5

In case of Special Crossing the
name of a banker may be written
within two parallel transverse lines
or with the words “And Company”
or “Account Payee Only” or “Not
Negotiable” the inclusion of these
words has become customary.

PAYMENT IN DUE COURSE

Payment in due course means payment according to the apparent tenor of the
instrument, in good faith and without negligence to any person in possession thereof
under circumstances which do not afford any reasonable ground to believe that the
holder is not entitled to receive payment mentioned therein .(Sec-10 of NI Act.).
For being a payment in due course, conditions laid down under section 85 of N I Act.
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Are to be satisfied, which are as under:
a) Payment must be as per the apparent tenor of the instrument.
b) Payment must be in good faith and without negligence.
c) Payment must be made to the person in possession of the instrument.
d) There is no ground to believe that the holder is not entitled to the instrument in
his own right.
e) Payment must be made in money only.

6.6

ROLE OF PAYING BANKER AND COLLECTING BANKER

Paying banker and collecting banker can be defined as follows:
“The bank on which a cheque is drawn (the bank whose name is printed on the cheque)
and which pays the amount for which the cheque is written and deducts that sum from
the customer’s account.”
“A Collecting banker is the one who attempts to collect different types of instruments
representing money in favour of his customer or his own behalf from the drawers of
these instruments; some are negotiable instruments as provided for in the Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881.”

6.6.1 Rights of the Bankers
The rights of the banker include:
a) Right of General Lien: A banker has the right to retain the property belonging
to the customer until the debt due from him has been paid. It is a right to retain
possession of specific goods or securities offered as securities.
b) Right to set off: The right of set off is also known as the right of combination
of accounts. Right to set off is a right of the banker to adjust his outstanding
Joan (debit) in the name of the customer from his credit balance of any of the
accounts he is maintaining with the bank. Thus set off is adjustment of debit
balance with that of credit balance
c) Right to close/stop operations in an account: There should be no confusion
between closing the account and stopping operation of the account. The
contractual relationship between banker and customer is terminated by closing
the account. There is no opportunity for the customer to operate the account
once again. On the other hand, stopping operation of an account refers to the
suspension of the operation of an account for the time being, at the advent of
certain events.
• Undesirable Customer,
• Insolvency of Customer,
• Insanity of customer,
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•
•
•

Non compliance of terms and conditions,
KYC non compliance
Death of Customer

d) Right to appropriate payments: The banker has the right to appropriate the
money deposited by a customer to any one of the loan account due by him. The
appropriation arises when the customer has more than one account one showing
the debit balance and the other with a credit balance. The customer is given the
first option to decide the account to which the amount should be credited. If the
customer fails to indicate his choice then the banker has every legal right to
credit the amount in any one account of that customer.
6.6.2 Liabilities of Paying Bankers
Following are the liabilities of paying bankers:
a) Checking the signature of the drawer.
b) Verification of the genuineness of the instrument.
c) Payment not stopped by the A/c holder
d) Holder’s title on the cheque is valid.
e) A/c is not dormant one.
f) A/c holder is not bankrupt or deceased.
g) A/c is not under subject of liquidation process.
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)

No ‘Garnishee Order’ is issued by court.
Properly endorsed.
Cheque is not drawn beyond the limit.
Instrument being presented is crossed.
Instrument is not ante or post-dated.
No material alteration is made. (date, amount in words or figure)
Sufficient balance in the A/c.
Cheque is not mutilated or stale.

6.6.3 Liabilities of Collecting Bankers
Following are the liabilities of collecting bankersa) Acting as agent: While collecting an instrument, the Bankers works as agent of his
customer. As an agent he has to take some steps & precautions to protect the interest
or his customer as a man of ordinary prudence would take to safeguard his own
interest. 6.6.3
b) Scrutinizing the instruments: Name of the holder, Branch name, amount in word
and figure, date, material alteration of any to be checked carefully.
c) Checking the endorsement: Bankers have to check the instrument whether it has
been endorsed properly.
d) Presenting the instrument in due time is the responsibility of the collecting bank.
e) It is the duty of collecting banks to collect and credit the proceeds of the instruments
to the proper/correct account.
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f) If any instrument is dishonoured by the paying bank it should be informed to the
customer on the day following the receipt of the unpaid instruments.
g) Banker is liable for wrongful dishonour and paying on forged instrument.
h) Banker is also liable for conversion. Conversion means, ‘illegal interference in the
property of another person’.

6.7

STATUTORY PROTECTIONS AVAILABLE TO PAYING BANKER

6.7.1 In case of order cheque
In case of an order cheque, Section -85(1) provides statutory protection to the paying
banker as follows: "Where a cheque payable to order purports to be endorsed by or on
behalf of the payee, the drawee is discharged by payment in due course".
However, two conditions must be fulfilled to avail of such protection.
(a) Endorsement must be regular: To avail of the statutory protection, the banker
must confirm that the endorsement is regular.
(b) Payment must be made in Due Course: The paying banker must make payment
in due course. If not, the paying banker will be deprived of statutory protection.
6.7.2 In case of Bearer Cheque:
Section -85(2) provides protection to the paying banker in respect of bearer cheques as
follows: "Where a cheque is originally expressed to be payable to bearer, the drawee is
discharged by payment in due course to the bearer thereof, notwithstanding any
endorsement whether in full or blank appearing thereon and notwithstanding that any
such endorsement purports to restrict or exclude further negotiation".
This section implies that a cheque originally issued as a bearer cheque remains always
a bearer instrument. In other words it retains its bearer characteristics irrespective of
whether it bears endorsement in full or in blank or whether any endorsement restricts
further negotiation or not. So the banks are not required to verify the regularity of the
endorsement on bearer cheque, even if the instrument bears endorsement in full. The
banker shall free from any liability (discharged) if he makes payment of an uncrossed
bearer cheque to the bearer in due course. If such cheque is a stolen one and the banker
makes its payment without the knowledge of such theft, he will be discharged of his
obligation and will be protected under Section -85(2).
6.7.3 In case of Crossed cheque:
The paying banker has to make payment of the crossed cheques as per the instruction
of the drawer reflected by the crossing. If it is done, he is protected by Section -128.
This section states "Where the banker on whom a crossed cheque is drawn has paid the
same in due course, the banker paying the cheque and (in case such cheque has come to
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the hands of the payee) the drawer thereof shall respectively be entitled to the same
rights, and be placed in if the amount of the cheque had been paid to and received by
the true owner thereof".
It is clear that the banker, who makes payment of a crossed cheque, is given protection
by Section -128 provided he fulfils two requirements
(a) That he has made payment in due course under Section -10 i.e. in good faith and
without negligence and according to the apparent tenor of the cheque, and
(b) That the payment has been made in accordance with the requirement of crossing
(Section -126), i.e. through any banker in case of general crossing and through the
specified banker in case of special crossing.
Thus, the paying banker is free from any liability on a crossed cheque even if the
payment was received by the collecting banker on behalf of a person who was not a true
owner. For example, a cheque in favour of A is stolen by B. Here, B endorses it in his
own favour by forging the signature of A and deposits it in his bank for collection. In
this case, the paying banker shall be discharged if he makes payment as mentioned
above and shall not be liable to pay the same to A, the true owner of the cheque.
The drawer of the cheque is also discharged since protection is also granted to him under
this Section. There is, however, one limitation to the protection granted under this
Section. If the banker cannot avail of the protection granted by other Section of
the Act, the protection under Section -128 shall not be available to him.
For example, if the paying banker makes payment of a cheque crossed with
(a) Irregular endorsement or
(b) A material alteration or
(c) Forged signature of the drawer,
Then the banker loses statutory protection granted to him under the Act for these lapses
on his part. Hence, he cannot avail of the statutory protection under Section -128, even
if he pays the cheque in accordance with the crossing.

6.8

STATUTORY
PROTECTION
COLLECTING BANKER

AVAILABLE

TO

Section 131 of the Negotiable Instruments Act provides protection to a collecting banker
who receives payment of a crossed cheque or draft on behalf of his customers.
According to Section 131 of the Act ―a banker who has, in good faith and without
negligence, received payment for a customer of a cheque crossed generally or specially
to himself shall not, in case the title to the cheque proves defective, incur any liability
to the true owner of the cheque by reason only of having received such payment.
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The protection provided by Section 131 is not absolute but qualified. A collecting
banker can claim protection against conversion if the following conditions are fulfilled.
6.8.1 Good Faith and Without Negligence
Statutory protection is available to a collecting banker when he receives payment in
good faith and without negligence. The phrase in ―good faith means honestly and
without notice or interest of deceit or fraud and does necessarily require carefulness.
Negligence means failure to exercise reasonable care. It is not for the customer or the
true owner to prove negligence on the part of the banker. The onus of proving, that he
collected in good faith and without negligence, lies on the banker. What constitutes
negligence depends upon facts of each case.
Following are a few illustrations which constitute negligence:
(a) Failure to obtain reference for a new customer noncompliance of KYC guidelines
at the time of opening the account.
(b) Collection of cheques payable to trust accounts credited to personal accounts of a
trustee.
(c) Collecting the private accounts of partners, when cheques are payable to the
partnership firms.
(d) Omission to verify the correctness of endorsements on cheques payable to order.
(e) Failure to pay attention to the crossing particularly ―not negotiable crossing.
6.8.2 Collection for a Customer
Statutory protection is available to a collecting banker if he collects on behalf of his
customer only. If he collects for a stranger or noncustomer, he does not get such
protection.
6.8.3 Acts as an Agent
A collecting banker must act as an agent of the customer in order to get protection. He
must receive the payment as an agent of the customer and not as a holder under
independent title.
6.8.4 Crossed Cheques
Statutory protection is available only in case of crossed cheques. It is not available in
case uncrossed or open cheques because there is no need to collect them through a
banker. Cheques, therefore, must be crossed prior to their presentment to the collecting
banker for clearance.

6.9

DISHONOUR OF CHEQUES
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A cheque is said to be honoured, if the banks give the amount to the payee. However, if
the bank refuses to pay the amount to the payee, the cheque is said to be
dishonoured/bounced/returned unpaid.. In other words, dishonour of cheque takes place,
when the bank refuses to pay due to certain reasons.
Whenever the cheque is dishonoured, the drawee bank instantly issues a ‘Cheque Return
Memo’ to the payee banker specifying the reasons for dishonour. The payee banker
provides the memo and the dishonoured cheque to the payee. The payee has an option
to resubmit the cheque within three months of the date specified on the cheque after
fulfilling the reason for the dishonour of cheque. The common reasons for which a
cheque is bounced may be as follows:
i) If the cheque is overwritten.
ii) If the signature is absent or the signature in the cheque does not match with the
specimen signature kept by the bank.
iii) If the name of the payee is absent or not clearly written. iv) If the amount written
in words and figures does not match with each other.
v) If the date is not mentioned or written incorrectly or the date mentioned is of
three months before
vi) If the drawer orders the bank to stop payment on the cheque. vii) If the court of
law has given an order to the bank to stop payment on the cheque.
viii) If the drawer has closed the account before presenting the cheque.
ix) If the fund in the bank account is insufficient to meet the payment of the cheque.
x) If the bank receives the information regarding the death or lunacy or insolvency
of the drawer. xi) If any alteration made on the cheque is not authenticated by
the drawer by giving his/her signature.
Under the said circumstances, if the drawer fails to make a payment within 30 days of
receiving the notice, the payee has the right to conduct a legal proceeding against the
defaulter as per Section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act.

6.10 SECTION 138 OF THE NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS ACT:

According to Section 138 of the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881:
“Dishonour of cheque for insufficiency etc., of funds in the account.—Where any
cheque drawn by a person on an account maintained by him with the banker for payment
of any amount of money to another person from out of that account for the discharge,
in whole or in part, of any debt or other liability, is returned by the bank unpaid, either
because of the amount of money standing to the credit of that account is insufficient to
honour the cheque or that it exceeds the amount arranged to be paid from that account
by an arrangement made with that bank, such person shall be deemed to have committed
an offence and shall, be deemed to have committed an offence and shall, without
prejudice to any other provision of this Act, be punished with imprisonment for a term
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which may extend to one year, or with fine which may extend to twice the amount of
the cheque, or with both.”
The proceedings of a cheque bounce case generally take an average of 1 year before
the trial court. The important stages in a cheque bounce case are:
1. Filing of complaint: The complaint needs to be filed before the magistrate
within 30 days from the cause of action and the complainant should remain
present at the time of filing of the complaint. The original documents are to be
presented to the magistrate. If prima-facie the case is accepted, the magistrate
orders for sworn statement.
2. Sworn Statement: A sworn statement is also known as “affidavit”. At this
stage, the complainant needs to submit further details pertaining to the case. If
the magistrate is satisfied that there is some meaning in the case of the
complainant, then he will issue a summon to the accused.
3. Appearance of Accused: The accused needs to appear in the court on
receiving the summons. In case of failure on his/her part to appear then the
court issues an arrest warrant against him. On appearance, the accused is
supposed to take a bail from the court with or without securities. If the accused
is unable to furnish a security then he can deposit cash. This cash security is
refundable on closure of the case.
4. Recording of Plea: In the next stage, the court asks the accused as to whether
he has committed the offence or not. If the accused admits the guilt, the court
immediately awards punishment. If he pleads innocence, the court posts the
matter for proof.
5. Evidence: The complainant furnishes his evidence, generally by way of
affidavit; this is known as examination. He needs to produce all documents in
support of his case like bounced cheque, dishonour memo, copy of notice etc.
Later, complainant is cross examined by the accused. If there are other
witnesses in support of the complainant, then their evidence is also recorded.
6. Statement of the Accused: After the complainant side evidence is over, the
court puts some questions to the accused regarding his guilt. An accused needs
to present his version to the same.
7. Defence Evidence: After the accused statement the court gives an opportunity
to the accused to leave his evidence. The accused can also produce documents
as well as witnesses in support of his case. Accused and his witnesses are cross
examined by the complainant. After this, the case is posted for arguments.
8. Arguments: Both the complainant and the accused will submit their arguments
before the court. They can also submit judgments of high courts and Supreme
Court in support of their case. Normally a written argument containing a gist
of the oral argument is also presented to the court.
9. Judgement: After the arguments, case is posted for judgement. If the court
finds that the accused has committed offence, he is punished with fine or
imprisonment or even both. If he is innocent, the court will discharge him. The
Accused can file an appeal before the sessions court, if not satisfied with the
judgement.
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6.11 RECENT AMENDMENTS TO SECTION-138

The Act has been amended time and again to ensure and enhance trust in negotiable
instruments. With an aim to further streamline the Act, the Central Government
incorporated Sections 143-A and 148 vide Negotiable Instruments (Amendment) Act,
2018 ("Amended Act"). These new sets of provisions have been effective since 1st
September 2018.
•

Section 143A of the Amended Act.
Section 143-A of the Amended Act empowers any court while trying an offence
for dishonour of a cheque to direct the drawer, who is the issuer of the cheque,
to pay interim compensation to the complainant. The amount of compensation
payable cannot exceed 20% of the amount as stated in the cheque. This amount
has to be paid within a stipulated time period of 60 days from the date of the
order passed by the court, or further within the extended period of 30 days, as
may be directed by the court on showing sufficient cause for the delay caused.

•

Section 148 of the Amended Act.
According to the Amended Act, Section 148 states that in the event of the
conviction of the drawer of the cheque, if the drawer proceeds to file an appeal,
the appellant court has the power to order the drawer of a cheque to deposit an
amount. This deposited amount in such case has to be a minimum of 20% of the
fine or compensation awarded by the Magistrate Court in the appeal preferred
against his/her conviction. However, if the appellant is acquitted, then the Court
shall direct the complainant to repay to the appellant the amount so released,
with interest.

6.14

LET US SUM-UP:

So far as negotiable instruments are concern, Cheque is the most popular instrument
because of it’s features and characteristics. The parties to a cheque are drawer, drawee
and payee and drawee is invariably the banker of the drawer. To be on safer side and
give a direction to the banker, cheque is crossed. A cheque is a bearer instrument if not
made payable to order. The bankers have certain duties/obligations to safeguard the
customer’s interest while collecting or making payment on behalf of the customer.
Bankers also enjoy certain statutory protections if they discharge their obligations as
per the rules. Though the popularity of cheques is more due to convenience,
unscrupulous people started misutilising it and it was difficult to manage the volume of
dishonoured cheques, which lead to disputes. Section -138 of N.I. Act was made more
stringent. Accordingly the dishonour of cheque becomes a criminal offence and is
punishable by imprisonment up to two years or with monetary penalty or with both
under the said act.
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6.15

KEY-WORDS

•
•

Crossing: Putting two parallel traverse lines across the cheque.
Paying Banker: Drawer’s banker.
Collecting Banker: Payee’s banker
• Conversion: Unlawful interference in somebody’s property or title to act upon as
one’s own.
• Bouncing Of Cheque: Return or dishonour of a cheque.
6.16

REVIEW QUESTIONS

Q.1Q.2-

Define a Cheque and explain it’s characteristics and parties to it.
What do you mean by crossing? Explain the different types of crossings and their
implications.

Q.3-

What are duties of Paying Banker and Collecting Banker?

Q.4-

What statutory protections are available to Paying and collecting bankers?
Explain.

Q.3-

Elucidate the Legal Process under Section-138 of N.I.Act. when remedy is
sought in case of Dishonour of Cheque.

6.17
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UNIT 07

TYPES OF CUSTOMERS AND ACCOUNT OPENING
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7.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to:
•
•
•
•

7.1

Explain the various types of customers
Discuss the precautions to be taken by bankers while opening bank accounts
Understand Special types of Customers
Learn the documents required to be taken at the time of opening bank accounts

INTRODUCTION

In banking, customer is the fulcrum. Though there is no statutory definition of the term
‘customer’, legal decisions on the matter throw some light on its meaning. According to
Dr.Hart, “a customer is one who has an account with a banker or for whom a banker habitually
undertakes to act as such.” For the purpose of KYC policy a 'customer" may be defined as a
person or an entity that maintains an account and/or has a business relationship with the bank;
one on whose behalf the account is maintained (i.e. the beneficial owner).
From the above, one can construe that to be a customer of a bank one must have an account
with the bank irrespective of debit or credit.
As per Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of security
Interest Act (SARFAESI), 2002 a customer is defined as “a person who is maintaining an
account in his own name or in whose name the deposits are maintained”.
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Having understood the meaning of bank and that of a customer, we could come to know that
to be a customer of a bank, account relationship is a must. The relationship we are going to talk
about is essentially transaction based as well as trust based. Relationship between the banker
and customer can be determined based on the nature and type of transactions they have entered
in to.
7.2

BANKER-CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP

Keeping variety of transactions and accounts of customers in view, Banker-Customer
relationships can be broadly classified into two categories - General relationship and Special
relationship. Let us discuss these two one by one.
7.2.1 General Relationship
General relationships are based on the primary functions of the bank. As per the statutory
definition of bank, accepting deposit for the purpose of lending is the primary function(s) of
the bank. This may be bifurcated into Accepting deposits and lending the deposits. It leads to
two types of general relationships – (i) Debtor and Creditor and (ii) Creditor and Debtor. In the
former, the customer is the depositor and in the latter, the customer is a borrower.
7.2.2 Special Relationship
Apart from the general relationship is very common and has been discussed above, there are
few other relationships known as special relationships. These special relationships emanate
from certain special types of transactions between a bank and its customers.
All these relationships can be shown in the table as presented in the following sub-section.
Termination of Relationships
From the above table, it is observed that all these relationships are transactional relationships
and terminated on death, insolvency, lunacy of the customer, closer of the account and/or
completion of the contract.
7.3

TYPES OF CUSTOMERS

As there are several types of banker-customer relationships, there are many types of customers.
All these customers may be categorised as Individual and Non -Individual. Under both the
categories, some customers are categorised as Special types of Customers. Let us discuss the
types of customers and procedure of opening their accounts.
As there are various types of individuals, we can classify them as follows:
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7.3.1 Literate Person
Anybody, who can read, write and understand how to protect himself or herself /his or her
interest is called a literate person. For literate person no bar is there in opening any type of bank
account. Most of the banks have devised their own standardised Account Opening Form (AOF)
with a view to obtaining all relevant information so as to comply KYC norms. Compliance of
KYC (know your Customer) norms is a must for account opening under the Prevention of
Money Laundering Act, 2002. Under the said act, customers have to submit documents
supporting his identity as well as proof of residence. Such documents must be in conformity
with Officially Valid Document (OVD).The specimen signature slip and the account opening
form must be signed in person under the supervision of a responsible bank official.
(i)
Accounts of Single Individual: Whenever an account is opened by an individual in
his/her own name and in his / her personal capacity, is called a personal account. In most of
the cases, this type of account is operated by the account holder himself or herself. However,
the account holder has the option to get his / her account operated by an authorised person or
AP. Such authorisation may be made either by a mandate or a power of attorney.
(ii)
Joint Accounts of Individuals: When an account is opened in the names of more than
one individual to avoid legal complications upon death of one of the joint account holders
and/or for convenience of operation, it is called a joint account. As joint accounts are neither
impersonal, partnership nor trust accounts, it is essential to obtain clear instructions regarding
the mode of operations and repayment of the amount in the event of death of one or more joint
account holder(s).The following are the various types of operational instructions in joint
accounts:
(a) Jointly or Survivor
(b) Either or Survivor
(c) Former or Survivor
(d) Anyone or Survivor
In all the above types of instructions, except ‘Former or Survivor’, all the account holders have
to sign the instructions regarding addition or deletion of any name in the account, material
alterations in the cheque, change in operational instructions, mandate, standing instructions and
power of attorney, closer of the account etc. In the case of joint accounts to be operated by
‘Former or Survivor’, the survivor has no rights what so ever so long as the former is alive.
7.3.2 Illiterate Person
A person, who does not know how to read and write is called an illiterate. Such persons cannot
protect their interest and as they are easily cheated or taken for a ride, banks take extra
precautions to protect their interest while opening accounts of illiterate persons.
The following precautions must be taken while opening/conducting illiterate accounts:
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-A male illiterate should put left hand thumb Impression and female the right hand thumb
impression in presence of an official and one independent witness, acceptable to the bank.
-The illiterate customer must bring his passbook for withdrawals, from which his photograph
would be verified apart from thumb impression before making payments .All payments to
illiterate customers must be witnessed invariably.
- Illiterate customers must be explained all the terms and conditions at the time of opening of
the account in presence of an independent witness. A certificate in this regard is given by the
manager. - Seldom a current account is allowed to be opened in the case of illiterate customers
and cheque book issued. If at all issuance of cheques become essential, they are to be issued
only after being crossed.
-ATM cards may not be issued if the illiterate a/c holder does not insist since possibility of
misuse cannot be ruled out.
7.3.3 Blind Customer
A blind person may or may not be literate .Legally there is no bar for blind persons to open
accounts with any bank as they are competent to contract. While opening their accounts banks
take extra precautions in general and blind illiterate persons in particular as they cannot see as
well as read and write.
In case of blind persons all the terms and conditions of KYC norms are adhered to very strictly.
Besides obtaining thumb impression or signatures of such persons in the account opening form
and on the specimen signature slips the words BLIND PERSON are written very boldly.
In case of literate blinds, crossed cheques can be issued provided the customer is able to sign
consistently. The receipts and payments of such customers are made in presence of independent
witness whose signatures are also obtained on the cheques /withdrawal slips of such customers.
7.3.4 Minor Customers
Section 3 of Indian Majority Act, 1875 defines minor as a person who has not completed 18
years of age. Again Section 11 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 states that a minor cannot enter
into a valid contract and contract with a minor is not only invalid but also void-ab-initio i.e.,
void from the very beginning.
However, Section 26 of Negotiable Instrument Act, 1881 provides that a minor can draw,
endorse, deliver and negotiate a promissory note, bill of exchange or cheque so as to bind all
the parties except himself.
However, a contract on behalf of a minor can be, entered into by his/her guardian.
The Guardian to a minor can be:
1. Natural Guardian.
2. Legal Guardian.
3. Testamentary Guardian.
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(i) Hindu Minor: According to Section 6 of the Minority and Guardianship Act, 1956 in case
of a minor boy or unmarried girl, the father and after the father’s death, the mother shall be the
guardian of both (minor boy and unmarried girl). In case both the parents die, a minor can be
represented only by a legal guardian. Step father/step mother cannot act as natural
guardian.
(II)
Muslim Minor: Father is the natural guardian, in case of Muslim minors. If father
dies then:
-Executor appointed by father’s will. In the absence of such will it then goes to,
-Paternal grandfather and then executor appointed by the will made by father’s father, and
-In the absence of all the above, it goes to legal guardian. Muslim Mothers can act as guardian
only when she is appointed by a court or by a will.
(III) Christians Minors and Minors of Other Religions: In the case of Christian minors,
father is treated as natural guardian. After the death of father, mother becomes natural guardian.
Legal guardian steps in when both the parents are dead. This is also applicable to other religions
(other than Muslims).
(IV) Legal Guardian: When a court appoints a guardian in the absence of natural or
testamentary guardians, he/she is called legal guardian. In India a legal guardian is appointed
as per the provisions of Guardian and Wards Act, 1890. As such a legal guardian is someone
to whom the law has given all the duties, rights, responsibilities and powers to up-bring the
child as well as to protect his/her interest just as a parent is expected to exercise.
(V)
Testamentary Guardian: A testamentary Guardian is one, who is appointed by the
parent during their life time through a will or a deed to take care of the child and the property
that the child inherits in the event of their death. However, a testamentary guardian must be at
least 20 to act as testamentary guardian (when the parents die). In view of above, a guardian
appointed by the will of minor’s father/mother is called testamentary guardian. Such guardian
can act only after the death of the father and mother of the minor child.
To sum up we may say that ‘Guardian’ means a person who takes care of a minor person or of
his property or of both.
As such adequate precautions must be taken while opening the bank accounts of minors.
Minors above 10 years old may be allowed to conduct the accounts independently if he can
read and write. However, current accounts are not allowed and issue of cheque books is
restricted.
7.3.5 Lunatics
A lunatic or an insane person is one who is not capable to understand his interests and irrational
at judgement on account of his mental derangement. Since he fails to understand what is right
and what is wrong, it is possible that he may be exploited. As such, Indian Contract Act states
that a lunatic is not competent to contract and if he enters into any, it becomes voidable at the
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option of the lunatic. Due to this clause, bankers should not open an account for a person who
is a lunatic. By getting to know a client's insanity, the banker should stop all transactions in
his/her account and wait for a court order. The banker must insist on certificates regarding
mental soundness from two medical officers in case a person suffers from a temporary mental
disorder.
7.3.6 Drunkards
The law is quite considerable for a person who is drunk. A lawful contract with a drunkard is
invalid as under the impact of alcoholic drinks, the person gets intoxicated and loses the balance
over his cognitive faculty which leads to his becoming incapable of rational judgement. A
banker has to be very careful in dealing with such customers. Opening and Conduct of accounts
are not allowed when somebody is found intoxicated. Under compelling circumstances, all
sorts of transactions with such customers must be done under witnessing.

7.3.7 Married Women
There is no bar in opening accounts in the name of married women as she is legally competent
to contract and gives a valid discharge to the instruments she writes. While doing so, the bank
officials should ensure to record the details of her husband-particularly occupation apart from
the lady’s employment details, if any. If any woman customer requests the bank official to
change her maiden name to married name, the bank can entertain her request only after getting
a declaration or marriage certificate to the satisfaction of the bank. If the woman in question
is unmarried then details of her father and employer are to be recorded.
7.3.8 Purdah Nashin Lady
When opening an account of a purdah lady (purdah nashin), the bank obtains her signature on
the account opening form duly attested by a responsible person known to the bank. Withdrawals
should also be certified in the same manner. Due to such practical difficulties, it is advisable to
avoid opening accounts in the name of purdah nashin ladies.
7.3.9 Insolvents
A person is insolvent when his total liabilities exceed his/her total assets. Inability to pay debt
is only evidence of insolvency. A person who has insufficient assets to discharge his/her
liabilities, although satisfying the test of insolvency, is not treated as insolvent for legal
purposes unless his/her estate has been sequestrated by an order of the court. A sequestration
order is a formal declaration by the High Court that he/she is insolvent. The order is granted
either when he/she voluntarily surrenders their estate or where one or more of his/her creditors
apply for compulsory sequestration. When a customer of a bank is declared insolvent, his
account is made inoperative as the cheques issued by him will not be honoured by the bank and
the balance in the account would be transferred to the official receiver. In such a situation, the
Bank should exercise caution.
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7.3.10 Hindu Undivided Family (HUF)
Hindu Undivided Family (HUF) otherwise known as ‘Joint Hindu Family’ is based on ancestral
estates and its common possession/ ownership. According to Hindu laws, the Hindus, Sikhs,
Buddhists & Jains can form HUF. The law governing the Hindu Indian family is codified in
the Hindu Code and now succession among Hindus is governed by the Hindu Succession Act,
1956.This act was amended in 2005 under which all major members of the family acquired
rights over the family property by virtue of their birth in the family. They are known as
coparceners and the senior most member is designated as KARTA. Till the amendment only
the senior male member used to be the Karta but this amendment provides equal rights to both
male and female.
While opening bank account, the following aspects are to be taken care of:
 HUF is not treated as a juridical person and cannot be a partner in a firm in accordance
with the 1998 Supreme Court ruling.
 Karta has full authority in borrowing against ancestral property.
 While Karta’s liability is unlimited, that of coparceners is limited.  Karta is the face
of HUF and executes all documents for HUF.
 It is advisable to obtain the signatures of all major coparceners as guarantors in loan
documents of HUF.
 All other documents executed by KARTA including AOF should contain details of all
coparceners irrespective of gender and age.
 HUF got separate PAN no. having no relevance to Karta’s individual PAN.As such in
the event of death of Karta, the PAN number continues while the deceased Karta’s name
is replaced.
7.3.11 Sole Proprietorship Concern
Sole proprietorship business is the most common and popular form of business. It is owned and
mostly managed by an individual. Before the eyes of law, there is no difference between the
proprietor and the business. Virtually it is an individual account operated in the name of a
business. It is necessary to obtain a letter of ownership in Banks proforma and proof of
proprietorship at the time of opening the account. The proprietor’s liability is unlimited.
Hence, the creditors of the firm have remedy against the personal assets of the proprietor. If the
proprietor so desires, the account may be operated by an authorised person through execution
of a mandate or power of attorney.
7.3.12 Partnership Firm
According to Section 4 of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932, the term ‘Partnership’ is defined
as the relationship between persons agreed to share profits of a business carried on by all or
any one of them acting for all. Prior to ICA-2013,the minimum number of members in
partnership was 2 and the maximum number was 20 for others while for banking business it
was 10.However,Indian Companies Act, 2013 amended it and made the maximum to
100.Unlike a company, partnership does not enjoy a distinct legal entity status. Liability of
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partners is unlimited. Though a minor can be admitted to the benefits of a partnership firm, his
liability is limited and wont share loss. The account may be operated by any partner as per
instruction to the banker but the AOF must be signed by all the partners. In the event of
dissolution of partnership due to death, retirement, admission, lunacy or insolvency of any
partner, a new account is to be opened and operations in the old account are to be stopped till
settlement of dues of the outgoing partner. Even though registration of partnership firm is
optional, bank should insist on registration and verified copy of regd. partnership deed.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP):
A limited liability partnership (LLP) is a variant of partnership with following exceptions: i)
It is governed by LLP Act.2008.
ii) Registration is compulsory and has got a separate legal entity.
III) Liabilities of the partners are limited (mostly). iv)
It cannot raise funds from public.
It has characteristics of both a company and a partnership.
7.3.13 Companies
As per Section 2(20) of the Companies Act, 2013, the term ‘Company’ is defined as “a
company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 or any previous company law.”
According to Prof. Haney, “a company is an artificial person created by law, having separate
entity, with a perpetual succession and common seal.”
Note: ‘Common Seal’ part of the above definition does not hold valid now as the common
seal has been made optional by the Companies (Amendment) Act, 2015. Rest of the
definition is perfectly valid till date.
Depending on the capital structure, incorporation and objectives clauses, companies may be
classified as Public Company, Private Company, Govt. Company, One Person Company,
Foreign Company, Holding Company, Subsidiary Company etc.
Since a company is an artificial juridical person before the eyes of law, it can open a bank
account like any other individual. Company’s birth certificate is its certificate of incorporation
with Registrar of Companies (ROC). Both Articles of Association (AOA) and Memorandum
of Association can be termed as its ID. Bank should ensure that appropriate resolution regarding
authorisation of the bank and authorised person(s) to operate the account is given at the time
of opening the account. The account opening form must be completed in terms of the resolution
and all the required documents must be verified from the originals by an authorised officer of
the bank under his supervision and authentication/signature. In case of Public Ltd Company,
certificate of incorporation is a must.
7.3.14 Trust
Indian Trust Act, 1882 defines a Trust as an obligation annexed to the ownership of property,
and arising out of a confidence reposed in and accepted by the owner, or declared and accepted
by him, for the benefit of another, or of another and the owner. The person who reposes the
confidence is called the “author of the trust”, the person who accepts the confidence is called
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“trustee”, the person for whose benefit the confidence is accepted is called the “beneficiary”
and the subject-matter of the trust is called “trust-property” or “trustmoney”. The act has been
amended last in 2020. Further, the instrument by which this entire trust is declared /created is
called “the instrument of trust” or the “trust deed” .Any person who is competent to contracts
like an individual, HUF, company, etc. can create a trust. However, in case of minor,
permission from competent court is required. Trusts are of two types: Private Trust and Public
Trust. As the name suggests, a private trust is created for the relatives and friends of the author
where as a Public Trust is created for the general public. While opening the bank account, bank
should strictly go by the Trust Deed and ensure that the Trust Deed is registered and a verified
copy of the deed is held on record.
7.3.15 Clubs, Societies and Associations
Clubs and Societies are non-profit making organisations and represent an association or group
of persons. These are normally registered under the Society Act, 1860 or Company Act, 1956
though registration is not compulsory. Legal entity status can be conferred on those which are
incorporated. As these entities are governed by internal rules and regulations (bye laws),
certified true copy of the by-laws and copy of the resolution must be retained by the bank at
time of opening accounts. Cheques in favour of the society, club or association must not be
collected in the individual accounts of office holders or employees. Even though registration is
not mandatory, banks should insist on registration.

7.4

DOCUMENTS FOR OPENING ACCOUNTS

(NB:-FOR OPENING OF ACCOUNTS IN CASE OF ABOVE CUSTOMERS,
DOCUMENTS SHOULD BE OBTAINED FOR CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION
PROCEDURE AS PER THE FOLLOWING TABLE.)
Types of Customers

Description of Documents/ Certified copy of any One of the following
Officially Valid Documents (OVDs).
[Copy verified from the Originals will be kept on record with AOF].
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ACCOUNTS
OF Any one of the following Documents as Proof of Identity
a) Permanent Account Number (PAN) Card
INDIVIDUAL FOR
IDENTITY AND
b) Passport
ADDRESS PROOF
c) Voter’s Identity Card issued by the Election Commission of India
d) Driving license
e) The letter issued by the Unique Identification Authority of India
(UIDAI) containing details of name, address

and Aadhar

number.
f) Identity Card with applicant’s photograph issued by Central /
State Government Departments, Statutory / Regulatory
Authorities, Public Sector Undertakings, Scheduled Commercial
Banks, and Public Financial Institutions.
For small accounts/Low risk customers, the following documents may
be accepted’
• Job card issued by NREGA duly signed by an officer of the State
Government
• Letter issued by a Gazetted officer, with a duly attested
photograph of the person.
Provided further that where ‘simplified measures’ are applied for
verifying, for the limited purpose of, proof of address the following
additional documents are deemed to be ‘officially valid documents’
(OVDs) :
•

Utility bill , which is not more than two months old, of any service
provider (electricity, telephone, post-paid mobile phone, piped
gas, water bill);

•

Property or Municipal Tax receipt;

•

Bank account or Post Office savings bank account statement;

•

Pension or family Pension Payment Orders (PPOs) issued to
retired employees by Government Departments or Public Sector
Undertakings, if they contain the address;

•

Letter of allotment of accommodation from employer issued by
State or Central Government departments, statutory or regulatory
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bodies, and public sector undertakings, scheduled commercial
banks, financial institutions and listed companies. Similarly, leave
and license agreements with such employers allotting official
accommodation; and

Documents issued by Government departments of foreign
jurisdictions or letter issued by Foreign Embassy or Mission in
India.
Note: A customer is required to submit only one OVD for both proof of
identity and for proof of address as part of KYC procedure. If the OVD
for proof of identity does not have the proof of address (for e.g. PAN
Card), then the customer is required to submit another OVD for proof of
address.

ACCOUNTS

In addition to KYC documents of the Directors of the company, the
following documents should be obtained: -• Certificate of Incorporation
• Certificate of Commencement of Business (in case of Public
Ltd Co.)

OF
•
COMPANIES
•
•

•
Accounts of
Partnership firms

Memorandum & Articles of Association duly certified by a
Director/Secretary as true copy.
A copy of the latest Audited Balance Sheet & Profit and Loss
Account in case of Public Ltd. Company.
A resolution from the Board of Directors and power of
attorney granted to its managers, officers or employees to
transact on behalf. And
An officially valid document in respect of managers, officers
or employees holding an attorney to transact on its behalf.

In addition to KYC documents of all partners/authorized persons of
the concern, the following documents be obtained:
• Registration Certificate.
• Partnership Deed
• An officially valid document in respect of the person holding
an attorney to transact on its behalf.
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Accounts of
Proprietorship
concerns
- Proof of the name,
address and activity of
the concern

In addition to KYC documents of the Proprietor, any two of the
following documents in the name of the proprietary firm:
•

Registration Certificate (in the case of registered concern);

•

Certificate/licence issued by the Municipal authorities under
Shop & Establishment Act;

•

Sales and Income Tax Returns

•

CST/VAT Certificate

•

Certificate/registration document issued by Sales Tax/Service
Tax/Professional Tax authorities

•

Trade Licence / certificate of practice issued in the name of
proprietary concern by any professional body incorporated
under statute.

•

The complete income tax return (not just the
acknowledgement) in the name of the sole proprietor where
the firm’s income is reflected, duly authenticated /
acknowledged by the Income Tax Authorities.

Note: However, in cases where the Bank is satisfied that it is not
possible to furnish two such documents in the name of proprietary
concern, the Bank will accept only one of the above mentioned
documents as activity proof provided that the Bank undertakes
contact point verification, collects such information as is required to
establish the existence of such firm, confirms, clarifies and satisfies
itself that the business activity is verified from the address of the
proprietary concern.

Accounts of Trusts

In
addition
to
KYC
documents
of
the
Managing
Trustees/Founders/Managers/ Directors and their addresses, the
following documents of Trust are to be obtained:
• Registration certificate
• Trust Deed
• An officially valid document in respect of the person holding
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a power of attorney to transact on its behalf.
Accounts of
unincorporated
association or a body In addition to KYC documents of the Founders/Managers/ Directors
of individuals
and their addresses, the following documents of Trust are to be
obtained:
• Resolution of the managing body of such associations or body
of individuals.
• Power of attorney granted to him to transact on its behalf.
• An officially valid document in respect of the person holding
an attorney to transact on its behalf. Copy of Bye Laws

HINDU UNDIVIDED In addition to KYC documents of Karta and Major Coparceners, the
FAMILY(HUF)
following documents should be obtained:
• Declaration of HUF and its Karta
• Recent Passport Photographs duly self-attested by Karta and
major co-parceners.
• Names and addresses of Karta and Major Coparceners.
• An officially valid document in respect of the person holding
an attorney to transact on its behalf.

7.5

SMALL ACCOUNTS

Those persons who do not have any of the ‘officially valid documents’ can open ‘small
accounts’ with banks. A ‘small account’ can be opened on the basis of a self-attested
photograph and putting her/his signature or thumb print in the presence of an official of the
bank. Small accounts are also known as Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account (BSBDA). Since
the BSBDA is a no frills zero balance account, there are a few conditions placed on it. The idea
is for the account to serve someone from the economically weaker section, and keeping those
customers in mind, the conditions are valid.
• An upper monetary limit to the balance that can be maintained in this account i.e
Rs.50,000
• A monetary limit in excess of the total credits granted to that account in a year, i.e., Rs.
1,00,000
• An upper monetary limit for withdrawals in any given month Rs.10,000 A
maximum of four monthly withdrawals.
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In case the account does not satisfy these conditions, the bank can convert it into a Regular
Savings Account as well.
An account holder cannot have a regular Savings Account and a BSBDA Account in the same
bank. The bank can convert an ordinary savings account into a BSBDA account if the account
holder meets the conditions and rules.

7.6
GENERAL PRECAUTIONS / GUIDELINES FOR OPENING ACCOUNTS OF
HOGH VALUE AND HIGH RISK CUSTOMERS

Whatever may be the type of customer, ID proof and address proof must be verified. In this
context, bankers should remember the following finer aspects from practical point of view. 1)
All the photo copies of required documents must be verified with the original papers even if
they are attested .The officer verified the documents must sign on the photocopies as token of
having verified the documents (copies) to be retained.
2)
The originality of ID proof and address proof must also be checked with the issuing
authorities vide their website or separate letters.
3)
The address as evident from the record should be visited at least once by a bank official
before opening the account and the visit report must be retained with the relevant Account
opening form.
4)
If the customer resides in a rented house, the rent deed must be verified and details of
permanent residence with documentary evidence must be checked as a part of due diligence
process.
5)
All the personal information provided in the AOF and its various annexures must be
supported by documents.
6)
In no case, AOF is allowed to be taken for obtaining the signatures of the customer(s)
including the specimen signature slip .Customers signature should invariably be obtained
before Bank official(s).
7)
AOFs, particularly the specimen signature binders must be held under dual custody
overnight.

7.7

LET US SUM UP

Banking is a significant sector in the service industry. Customers are considered as the most
valuable stakeholders in a banking organization. It is the customer, who uses the banking
products and services and decides on the quality of these products and services. The banking
relationship is a contractual relationship between the customers and the bank.
During the opening of accounts, the banker deals with different types of customers. They are Individual accounts (Single, Joint, Minor, Illiterate. Blind, Pardanashin women, Lunatic and
Insolvent), HUF, Sole Proprietor, Partnership, Companies, Trust, Club, Society etc.
Accordingly, documents are required to open the various types of accounts. In any type of
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accounts Officially Valid Documents (OVD) are required to satisfy due diligence. Basically
documents are required to establish identity and address for KYC compliance. The rules of
KYC are not strict for Small accounts meant for socially backward people with an eye on
financial inclusion.
7.8
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7.9

AOF: Account Opening Form
KYC: Know your Customer
PMLA: Prevention of Money laundering Act.
OVD: Officially Valid Documents
Mandate: Authority
POA: Power of Attorney

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain, in brief, the various types of individual customers with examples.
Write a brief note on non-individual or impersonal accounts.
Discuss the officially valid documents in the context of a bank.
Define Small Account. Explain in details, the procedure to open and maintain small
account.
5. Explain in brief:
a) General Relationship and
b) Special Relationship
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